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INTRODUCTION

,
In our ever changing complex socTety,' the goals of education-7self-real-

ization, desirable human relationships, economic efficiencyi'and civiC respon-
,

sibility--remain constant. The development of physical, emotional, social,

and mental growth isstill the prime concern of educators. The educational

goals for Children and youth that are classif ed,as.handicapped are the Bathe

Jas those for children and'youth that are cla ified as normsl. However, suc-
s,

cessful attainment of these goals is much more dffficult for the handicappedv

not only because of their.impairMents, but.also because of the barriers that

are imposed by society. Schools, as well as employers, often shun the handi-

Cappedlecause of the way they "look': or because they assume that the handi- ''..___./

capped ire not as competent as non-handicapped people in all areas, Partially, .r

as a result of these all too common attitudes, the handicapped have been seg-
'I

'regated and have not had the access to many of the services, programs, or jobs --"4

that persons classified as "normal":have had.
0$

.

These problems are compounded In the educational and employment areas.
_ .

. _

Traditionally, there has been little emphasis in vocational education on pro-

gramming.for the handicapped. This has been, to some extent. the'result of

vocational? educators''hard work to improve the,quality, scope, and image of

-vocational education. They have struggled to prevent their programi from

becoming the "dumping grounde for students who were unable to succeed ih

otb4r.programs. In many school districts,,h ndicapped students who cannot

compete on an'equai basis with the non-handi apped may not have the Cppor-
t I.

tunity to take advantage of regular vocational education programs.

The-1963 Vocational Education Act charged the states'specifically with

the responsibility of providing vocational programming for the handicapped.
, .

Because few changes had taken.place in four yea , the ational Education, :

Amendments of 1968 mandated tkAt special programs be deveio ed with the.aid

of federal funding. Each state was required by law to desi te at least ten

percent of/its basic grant for vocationai education to be us d excluAively to

finance programs "for handicapped persons who because of e handfcapping con-

rdition cannot Succeed in the regular vocational' education program without

..- 4
,

6
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"special educational assistance"or who req9kre a modified educational pro-

grem". The amemtments defined the term "haadicapped" as follows:

...persons who are mentally retarded, hard of hearing, speech
impaired, visually handicapped, seriously emotionally disturbed,
crippled or other health:impaired persons who by reason thereof
require special educational and related services.

at

Purposeof Study'
7

.

The purpose of this study was tb begin an asseNs ent of the status of

-vocational educatioo programming for handicapped sc ol-age students in the

state of Texas. Its specific ob ectives, as outlined in the Proposal for

Research Project in Occupationaf Education and a$ submitted to the Depart-

ment of Occupational Education and :Technology, Texad Education Agency, were

as follows:.

1. To determine the number of special education studenta who were

enrolled in regurar and specialiv9cational education,classes

during the school year 197414975.

2. To determine the number of special education students who ercesa---

fully cotOleted regtilar"and special vocational education 91 es

during the school Year 1974-1975.

3. To determine the number of;special education students referred'

to vocationalAdmfssion, Reiriew, and Dismissal Committees as '

described in the Administrative Guide and Handbook for Special

Education and their recommendations.

4. To determine the reasons why special education student& have not

been enrolled in regular vocational education programs.

5. To estimate the number of special education students whtinay be,

eligible but are noi enrolled in vocational educatiokprograms

because classes are not available.

6. To estimate the type of services and/or 1,rograms th t are needed

to enable more special education students tb enroll.in reg4ar

and special vocational education classes.

7

4
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Rationale for. Study

In addition to the general vajue of collecting data concerning the voca-

tional education programming for special education students in Texas, this

study had increaeed value because vocational educators have been criticized

by special educators and others concerning the vocational education services

available for the handicagped. However, most of this criticism has been with-

out specific data, and it was anticipated that this investigation would supply

some of the necessary data that is needed to substantiate or refute these ogin-

ions. This study,Was also designed to explorevocational education programming

for special education students from an independent school district perspective,

and to provide general and specific recommendations in this area.

.*
\?t
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STUDY APPROACP

The project director disigned a two part approach.for carryIng out the

objectives.of the study: (1)-four
/
different questionnaires were completed

by school districtsAnd (2) on-aite interviews with sthool district per-

solinel in wenty districts.

questionnaires Completed by.School Districts

'The four different types of questionnaires that were completed by the

school disticts provided the basic data concerning vocational education

programming for special education students in that, district. The informa

tion supplied on these questionnaires was related to each of the six objec-

ti-wei of the study. Four different questionnaires were used because school

districts_preferred to cooperatee different lAvels. Therefore, the differ-
,

ent questionnaires represent an effort by the project to get a maximum number

of responses ft-9m the school districts in Texas.

On-Site Interviews

in the proposal for this project, the stated turpose of the on-site

interviews was to validate and clarify the data that was received on the

questionnaire orms. However, as the project and the interviews evolved,

the interviewe served more to present an in-depth analysis of vocational

education programming for special bducatibn stlidents from the perspective

of the seventeen districts'visited. The report of the interviews presents

a composite personalized view of programm4ng that could not have been accomr

plished by only analyzing-'0e responses to questionnaires.

Organization of the Report

This report is a detailed description of the project activitiei, findings,

cOnclusions, and recommendaiions. The methodology chapter discusses the prp.-

ced res that were used in iiference to bOth the questionnaires and the on-site

intekvieus. This is considered to be an important chaptei for research pro-

6

lb-
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cedure reasons, as well as tor presenting important information on how the

data was c'ollected. The mall and telephone procedures used for completing

the questionnaires enablpd the project to receive substantive responses that

rep47iestit between 70 and 85% of the school districts in Texas. Part I of.
/

the report focufies on the data thai was obtained from the questionnaires

that were completed by the individual school districts. These data t ana-

lyzed and.interpreted in reference to the six objectives of the study The

project activities that are )orted in Part I and the summary and recommena-

.ation sections that are included are based exclusively on the data compiled

from the questionnaires by the project director. Part II was completed by

the assistant project director and foeuses on the information that was obtain-

ed during seventeen two-day visits to independent school districts across the

state of Texas. The major portion of these visits consisted of interviewi

,(41.,th the perfionnel of each district who are responsible for vocational educa-
/

tion programming for special education students. The project activities that

are reported in Part II and the summary and recommendation sections that are

included are based exclusively on the information obtained during thse visits
.

.

and the observations that were made 65, the assistant projece' director. Part [-
.

1

III of the report, the Executive Summary, represents the combined efforts of

both the project director and.assistant 4irector. .

i 0
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MEMODOLOCY

Questlonnalres Completed by School. DistrictR

The Procedures used in this rart of the study have enabled the project

to receive substantive responses that represent between 70 and 85% of the

4 school districts in Texas that were eligible to respond. Of the 1,126 .

school districts listed in the 1975-76 Texas School Directory, 75 were

deleted from the population for this study because they did not have either

special educationor vocational education programs. Of the remaining 1,051

school districts eligible to respond to the project's questionnaires, re-
!

turns were received that represent approximately,968 districts. This nymber

is approximation because of the special education cooperatives. -Tbese

are school districts which combine their resources and eligible students,

for the delivery of special education services. It was not ,always clear

whither the director of a cooperative was responding for all of the schoOls
/

inilbe cooperative or whether his response represented only the school

4
district where he or she was located. In such cases, a response from

director of a cooperative was assumed to include'all.of the districts in

.that cooperative. Because of the time requirements of the project, it was

not possible to make further inquiries to investigate these responses more

carefully: Therefore, the range of the substantive responses was eitimated

to be between 70 and 85% of the eligible school districts.

The procedures that were.used in obtaini4 these responses from school

districts involved persistence and a willingness to accept less information

from chool,disiricis than was originally requested. The sequence of pro-

cedures used to get responses from the school districts are below:

1. A letter was mailed to the superintendents of all eligible

school districts describing the project and its, objegives---

and asking for their cooperation. Enclosed with the letter

was a return form to indicate their willingness to participate
Nv

.in the project and spaces for the names and addresses of the

persons in their district responsible for vocational-education

and special education. (See Appendix A.)

1 1 e
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2. Upon receiving n positive response trom the superintendent,

the "Director of Special Education Questionnaire" and the

"Director of Vocational Education Questionnaire" were mailed

to the persons designated. A letter describing the project and,

its objectives was also enclosed. (See Appendix B.)

3. If a,negative response was received from the superintendent,

his reasons for not participating were evaluated. If no reason

was given, or if his reason was considered not adequate, another

letter was mailed further explaining the importance of the project

and again requesting his cooperation. Enclosed with this letter

was ihe "Supplementary Questionnaire," which asks for less de-

tailed information than the director questionnaires, and the

superintenden'INwas asked to complete thisquestionnaire..,(See

Appendix C.)

4. If after three weeks, no response to the original letter was

received from the superintendent, a follow-up letter asking

for the coOperation of the superintendent was mailed.

(See Appendix D.)

5. If after three weeks, no response to a questionnaire was received,

a follow-up letter asking for the cooperation 9,f the respondent,

was mailed. (See ApPendix,E.)

6. If after six weeks, no response to a ques6.onnaire or a letter

was received, a follow-up letter, explaining the importance of

the project and again requesting cooperation was mailed. En-

closed with this retter was the "Supplementary Questionnaire"

described above. (See Appendix F.)

7. After six weeks of data collection, the "Special Education

Directory of Programa" was reviewed and all instructional

officers/supervisors of special eduCation cooperatives whosa

name had not been supplied by'a superintendent were sent letters.

This letter asked for their cooperation and described the project

12

9
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c.

and its objectiv4 es: A "Director of Special Education Westio4.-
o

naire" was enclosed 1,th this letter. (See Appendix G.)

8. If after ten weeks no response to a questionnaire or.a letter

was receiVed, a teltepOone call was made to'either the person

repponsible for vocational or special education programs in

the district or special educiltion coop rative and a "Telephone

Questionnaire" was completed over th telephone. Because of .

time and fesource limitations,,all dis't4&ia who did not 4bpond

could not be reached by telephone. (See Appenaix'F.)

When 'all of the responses to questionnairewbad been made, the responses

were categorized into nine.different combinations of responses, The nine

different combinations of reeponses, and the number of districts and,per-
. -

centage'of the total Categorized under each are.located in Table 1.

40

-On-Site Interviewe

' A stratified random sample of twenty schOO1 districts, based on the

size and geographical location were selected for on-site interviewe. Only

seventeen of these diatriCts were actually visited;.4hree of the districts

could noi be visited because of the illness of a prdject,staff member and

1.

10

the end of the school year did .not permit rescheduling.. 'However, the seven-
, .

teen 4istrictsthat were.visitedshould be somewhat representative of school

districts throughout the state.

-These. districts ranged in average daily attendance from less than

300 students to over 100,000 students. Some of them possessed what would

be considered large vocational education and special edacation programs

and others had very minimal programs. Geographically, school districts

were visited in all parts of the state and in thirteen of the twenty Educa-

tional Service Center regions.. One school district was visited in regions

1, 2, 4, 7,8, 15, 17, 18, and 191 and two districts were visited in regions

11, 13, 16, and 19. Visits were alsoplanned to districts in regions 9, 10,

and 12, but were not completed. 'The specific details of the interview and

observation procedures will be discussed in Part /I of this report. More.

oat
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-NUABER AND PERCEIVAGE OF SCHOOL DISTRICT RETURNS

FOR EACH CATEGORY

.1.
. f

I

TABLE I

Category of Return Number of Districts Percentage

1. "Director of Special Education i

Questionnaire" , \ 215 20%
sl

2. "Director of Vocational Education
Questionnaire". 75 7%

3. "Director of Special Education .

Questionnaire" and "Director
of Vocational Education .

Questionnaire" 250 24%

4. "Supplethentary Questionnaire" 219 21%

5. "Supplementary Questionnaire" and
"Director of Vocational EdUcation
Questionnaire" 23 2%

6.- !'Supplementary Questionnaire" and
"Director-of Special Education
ygitionnaire" li 2%

7. "Telephone Questionnaire" 105 10%

8.. Response from district but refused
to participate for miscellaneous
reasons 63 6%

9. No response from district \ 83 8%

TO1AL 1051 100%

14
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generally, a visit to a district first involved Making fVm appointments;

with the persons who'had Oompleted*the questionnaires. These respondents

were informed that the project assistant director wou ,d be visiting and

observing in the district for two days and would li to have the oppor-

.
tunity to interview other people involved in vocat4onal and special eduCa-

tion. It was suggested that at a minimuM, the following persons be made

available for interviews: oneaecondary school principal, a guidance coun- .

4.
selor, two special education teachers, a vocaOnnal:adjustme

41

coordinator,
,

and two vocational education teachers: The;vocational and spe al education

facilities in each dlstrict,were also observed. i,The on-site interviews ,

,

rved more to document the perspective ,of individual school, districts in

'the area of vocational education programming for' handicapped students than
,

as a validation of the data reported On the questionnaires as'was originally

planned. 4

Terms and Abbreviations

...The following terms and abbreviations will be,used throughout the

report..

VH - Visually Handicapped

AH - Auditorially Handicapped

MBI 7 Minimally,Brain Injured

OH - Orthopedically Handicapped or Other Health Impaired

EMR -;Educable Mentally Retarded

'TMR - Trainable Mentally Retarded

ED - Emotionally Disturbed.

LLD'- Language and/or Learning Disabilities

MH MUlti-handicapped

AE -/Agricultural Education

DE/= Distributive Education

HO - Health Occupations

HE - Homemaking Education

IE - Industrial Education

15
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VOE - Vocatiopal Offiee Education

VIA - Vocational Industrial Arts

VAC - Vocational Adjustment Coordinator'

ADA - Average Daily Attendance

VER - VOcatioua1 Education ior the Handicapped

CVAR - Coordinated Vocational-Academic Education

ARD Committee - Admission, Review and Dismissal Committee

16

13
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PART I

QUESTIONNAIRES COMPLETED BY SCHOOL DISTRICTS

ObiectiVe I; TO DETERMINE THE NUMBER OF SPECIAL EDUCATIOV STUDENTS WHO

WERE ERROLLED" IN REGULAR AND SPECIAL VOCATIONAL EDUdATION CLASSES DURiNG

THE 'SCHOOL YEAR 1974-1975: '

Objective 1 is one of'ihe basic objectives of the project. On the

"Director of Special Educatioh,Questionnaire" this data was requested

according to the recognized handicapping Conditioné and the type of- voca-
,

tional program in which students were enrolled. Over 50% of the districts

originally conticiped stated that this tipeof information was not avail-

able for the regular vocational education programs. Another 12% of the

returns indicated that the data supplied were pnly estimates because-

adequate records are not maintained. The project considers the handi-

.capping condition and the type of vocational program eXtremely imporOnt
.

for fiscal and program accountability. Table 2 presents data for regular

vocational education programs from the 135 schopl districts who returned

the "Director of Special Education Questionnaire" and provided data rela

tive to.this question. It is evident from Table 2 that the handicapping

conditions of the majority of special education students seryed in:regular

programs are language and/or learning disabilities and educable mentally

retarded. This table also indicates that the vocational programs serving

the majority of these students are homemaking education, agricultural educa-

tion, industrial education, and vocational industrial arti.

Table 3 presents the number Of special education students in regular
%/-

Vocational education Rrograms as indicated'on the "Director of Vocational

Educati* Questionnaire," "Supplementary Questionnaire," and."Telephone

Questionnaire." The "Director of Vocational EducatiOn Questionnaire" re-

quested the number of special education students in regular vocational

education programs according to the type of vocational education program.

Some of the students counted in this part of Table 3 are the.same students

that were'counted in -Table 2. This is because there were a number of ais-

tricts that returded both the special education and vocational education
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TABLE 2

A

SPECIAL EDUCATION STUDENTS AND PERCENTAGE IN REGULAR

VOCATIONAI)EDUCATION PROORAMS

"D/BECTOR OF SPECIAL EDUCATION'QUESTIONNAIRE"

Special,Education

Handicapping'Conditions
AE DE

VH 0

*

ED 10 1

*

LLD 315 29

22% 2%

MH ,,

0 0

* *

Total , 416 48

302 3%

Vocational Education Programa

HO- HE IE VOE. VIA

1 ,It3 0 0 .90

* * * *

0 3 12 0 0

* * * * *

0 la 25 2 1

* I', 1% 2% * *',

0 3 1 0 , 0

* * * * *

9 113 13 40

* 16% 82 3%

0 1 0 0 0

* * * *

0 2 9 0 2

*
* c *

7 268 87 ' 3 115

* 19% , 6% *
8%

, 0 0 i 0 3 0

.

'it * s, $ * *

17 .523 247 21 158

' 1% 36t 17% 1% 11%

VOTAC

6

*

18

1:

60

4%

6

*

495

34;

4

*

24

22

824

, 57%

1
*

141,10

9921.0
.1

Less chan 1%

r Rounding error is present

N 135 districts

19
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TABLE 3

A
SPECIAL EDUCATION STUDENTS AND PERCENTAGE Ip REGULAR

VOCATIONAL EDUCATION PROGRAMS
4 .

"DIRECTOR OF VOCATIONAL EDUCATION'QUESTIONNAIRE"

Vocational Educatiod

.16

Program Sfhdenti Percentage

Agricultural. Education 61 17% :

Distributive'Education 6

Health Occupattens
.`::.

73 2174

Homemaking EduOation .86 25%

Industrial Education 119 3111

Vocational Office Education 0 OR
Vocational Industrial Arts 6 2%

.'%
,

TOTAL 351 1012+

+ Rounding error is Pxesent

OTHER QUESTIONNA1RES

Type -Students

"Supplementary Questionnaire" (N = 119 districts) 1518

"Telephone'Questionnaire" .(2.1 120 districts) '' '490

,TOTAL 2008
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.questionnaires. This means: that at.the present leyel of analysis it is

very difficult to estimate the precise number of special education students

that are being served in regular Vocartonal education programs, but the data

does serve tO indicate the types of vocational edUcation programs-in which

they are being served. The "Supplementary Questionnaire" and the "Telephone

Questionnaire" requested only in estimate"of the number of special education

students that were being servei in regular vocational education prOgrifts'

which also prevents estimating the precise numberof tudents served. _Only

a yery small percentage of the students counted o these questionnairs should

overlap with students counted:previously because nly 41 of the 260 "Supple-

mentary Questionna4res" returned Were from districta that also returned the

.special education or vOcational education director's questionnaires, and
.

there is no overlap with the""Telephone Questionnaire."
-

Table 4 ptesents the numbei of'special education students in'speciall
H

- vocational educatidn programs from the scliool districts who ieturned the

"pirector of,Special Education Questionnaire" and provided data relative to ,

this question. This data clearly indicates the handicapping conditions that"

are most often s by these special vocational education programs.' Table 5

presents additional data relative to this queption from the other three ques-
,.6,

tionnaires. A.number of the students reported for the "Director of Vocational

Education Questionnaire" have beelpounted above in Table 4, but there should

be little or no overlap for the other tw questionnaires. According to Texas

Education Agency statistics there are 9-4- school districts that are funded for

Vocational Education for the Handicapped Programs. At the present level of

analysis it is difficult to ascertain the number of individual districts that

these totals represent, but it' is estimated that a large percentage,of the

VEH districts have responded.

In summary, the exact number of special education students enrolled in

regular and special vocational education classes has not been determined, but

data has been collected that may enable a reasonable estimate to be made. The
4

maximum number of special education students served in regular vocational

education' programs reported on the four questionnaires was 3,779. This estimate

is computed by. adding the number of students;. reported on each type of

21
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TABLE4

SPECIAL EDUCATION STUDENT& AND PERCENTAGE IN

VOCATIONAL EDUCATION FOR THE HANDICAPPED

"DIRECTOR OF SPECIAL EDUCATION QUESTIONNAIRE"
4P

Special Educat'ion

Handicapping Condition Students

° Visually Handicapped 71.

.Auditorially Handicapped 3

MinimaYly Brain Injured 102

Orthopedically Handicapped
or Other Health Impaired. 1

Educable Mentally
Retarded 563

Trainable Mentally
Retarded 31

Emotionally Disturbed 15

Language and/or Learning
Disabled 122

Multi7handicapped

TOTAL / 908

percentage

8%

62%

3%

2%

13%

99Z+

+ Rounding error ip present

* Less than 1%

A
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TABLE 5 5

SPECIAL EDUCATION STUDBNTS IN

VOCATIONAL EDUCATION FOR THE HANDICAPPED*

Type of Questionnaire
Number of Special

Education Students'

"Director of Vocational Education Questionnaire"

"Supplementary QuestiOnnaire"

"Telephone Questionnaire"

325

796

266

TOTgL 1387

2 3

116
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questionnaire and assuming that-no student is counted more :ken once. It is
-

a fact that some students have been counted more than (ince, that the estimate

is based on the responses of approximately 70 to 85% of the school districts.,

and that there are-otherwOOssible sources of-error. The maximum number of

special education students in special vocational education programs reported

on the'four questionnaires was 2,295. This'estimate was computed in the'same

manner as t e estimate for regolar vocatidpal education prograns and is sub-

ject to the ame sources of error. However, accurate records of the btudents

in VEft programs are maintained by TEA for funding and supervision purposes,

and this estimate may not be needed. If the estimates for the regular and

special vocational educaiion are combiked, the estimate for the total number

of special education students served in regular a9d special vocational ed-

ucation programs is 6,074. This is. 7% of the approxiipately 85,000 secondary
i

special education students in Texas. Another ',estimate of the percentage pf

special education students served in vocational education programs may be

obtained by using the last page of the "Director of Special Education Ques-

tionnaire:" Data for the 1975-76 academic year was requested here. Districts

reported that there were 13,858 special educatiot -students, excluding the

speech handicapped,-between the ages of 14 and 21 enrolled in their districts'

i

and that 3,043 of the e sieents were enrolled in vocational education pro-

grams. Therefore, 2 X of the age-eligible special education students.are
1

enrolled in vocational education by this estimate. This estimate represents
c

data from less than one-half of the districts in the state and may also be

subject to other sources of error.

Objective 2: TO DETERMINE THE NUMBER OF SPECIAL EDUCATION STUDENTS WHO

SUCCESSFULLY COMPLETED REGULAR AND SPECIAL VOCATIONAL EDUCATION CLASSES

DURING THE SGHOOL YEAR 1974-75.

SpecAlicAta concerning the number of special education students who Si

have completed voCational education piograms was requested on all but the

"Telephone Questionnaire." It appears.that the information'requested con-

cerning the occupational area t t these students ate employed in was mis-

interpreted by th, respondents i many schOol districts; therefore, only the

2 4
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number offspecial,education,students who have completed progra4 wi I be re-) ,

, IP.

ported hee--. Tabtes 6 and 7 report the number Ofilspecial education studeAts
I,.

. x
I

,

who have completed programs in 100 districts as indicated on the "Director
,

of Spectral Education Questionnaire" and 68 districts as indicated on th

."Direcor of Vocational Education Questionnaire" respectively. In the,)18

'''..

p(esent analysis it is difficult to determine the amount of overlap
r of the

,

number of students who were counted on both Table 6 and Table 7. However,

both tables do indicate that there are special 44catidaptudents comOleting,

vocation education programs. The "Supplementary Questionnaire" requeste

an estimate of .the number of those students who had eOmpleted programs.

Two hundred eighty-eight (288) students were reported here, and it was

also estimated that 164 of these students were presently employed.

Objective 3: TQ. ERMINE1filE NUMBER OF SPECIAL EDUCATION STUDENTS REFERREp

TO VOCATIONAL ADMISSION, EVIEW, AND DISMISSAL COMMITTEES AS DESCRIBED IN

THE ADMINISTRATIVE GUIDE AND HANDBOOK:FOR SPECIAL EDUCATION AND THEIR

RECOMMENDATIONS.

The statistical data received relative to this objective was questionable

for at least two reasons. The first reason was that4.9nly a sinll perCentage

of the school districts resporided to this question and, second , a large,

number of comments were written concerning the,admission process or special

education students to regular vocational education programs The nature of

a number of the respondents' comments was that 'the vocational admission,

review, and diSmissal procedures in their districts were not, as described in

the Administrative Guide and Handbook for Special Education, Bulletin 711.

Examples of some of the alternative procedures cited follow:

1 special education students are placedAn regular vocational educe-

classes upon student request without review.

2. Special education students are placed foi a trial period in regular

vocationai education classes before ARD committee meets.

3. Regular counselork.assign students to regular vocational education

classes as needed and appropriate.

4. The absences, tardiness, and general behavior of special education

Students considered "questionable" is reviewed before the ARD com-

Mittee meets.

2 5
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TABLE 6

SPECIAL EDUCATION STUDENTS WHO HAVE

COMPIITEWVOCATIONAL EDUCATION PROGRAMS

"DIRECTOR OF SPECIAL EDUCATION QUESTIONNAIRE"

t
Special Education

Handicapping Condition

173

22

Students

Visually Handitapped 0

Auditorially Hanclicapped 6

Minimally Brain Injuied 55

Orthopedically Handicapped
or Other Health Impaired 12

Educable Mentally ,

Retarded 548

Trainable Mentally
Retarded

Emotionally Distrubed

Language and/or Learning
Disabled

MUlti-handicapped

30

27

470.

7

TOTAL 1155

N 100 districts

2 6
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TABLE]

,SPECIAL EDUCATION STUDENTS WHO HAVE :

COMPLETED VOCATIONAL EDUCATION PROGRAMS .

"DIRECTOR OF VOCATIONAL EDUCATION QUESTIONNAIRE"

23

Vocational Education

Program ' Students

Agricultural Education 193

Distributive_Education- 112

Health Occupations- 9

Homemaking Education 254

Industrial Education 129

Vocational Office Education 35

Vocational InduStrial Arts 31

TOTAL . 763

68 districts

27
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5. Special education students are interviewed by vocational education

teachers to determine placement in regular vocational education

classes.

6. Decisions on placement in regular vocational education classes are

made by the vocational education teach

The extensiveness Of these and other alternative procedures was not deter-

mined. However, it was indicated that a majority of school districts 640,

not have specific data concerning the number of students referred to the

vocational ARP committee, the number recommended for enrollment, the number

not recommended for enrollment andimbe number finally enrolled in the

program.

Objective 4: TO DETERMINE THE REASONS WHY SPECIAL EDUCATION STUDENTS HAVE

NOT BEEN ENROLLED IN REGULAR VOCATIONAL EDUCATION PROGRAMS.

Each of the questionnaires asked the respondent to indicate the reasons

that have prevented special education students from being enrolled in regular

vocational education programs in their school. district. The data reported

identified six reasons that liere indicated on about 94% of the responses.

This data did not permit a definitive ordering, so the reasons listed below

are not in any priority.

1. Regular education students fill the quota for regular vocational

education classes.

2. The safety of special education students would be jeopardized in

regular vocational education classes.

3. The safety of regular students would be jeopardized by enrolling

special education students in regular vodational eduCption classes.

4. Special education stuclents are rarely referred tb the vocational

ARD committee for placement.

5. Special education students are not adequately prepared for the

vocational educatiod program. .

6. Vocational education teachers are not adequately prepared to'

handle special educ tudent.

28
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Objective 5: TO ESTIMATE THE NUMBER OF SPECIAL EDUCATION STUDENTS WHO MAY

BE ELIG6LE BUT ARE NOT ENROLLED IN VOCATIONAL EDUCATION PROGRAMS BECAUSE

CLASSES ARE NOT AVAILABLE:'

Data regarding this objective was only asked for on the "Director of,

Special Educat n Questionnaire" and the "Director of Vocational Education

Questionnair .' One hundred and twelve (112) respondents estimated that

they thought there were 666 special educapion students who may be eligible
iv

for vocatiefial education classes., but have not been referred to the voca-

tional ARD committee because appropriate programa are not available. The

majority of the other respondents indicated that they could not rswer this

question.because of a lack of information.

Objective 6: TO ESIMMATE THE TYPE OF SERXICES AND/OR PROGRAMS THAT ARE ,

NEEDED TO ENABLE MORE SPECIAL EDUCATION STUDENTS TO ENROLL IN REGULAR AND,

SPECI4L VOCATIONAL EDUCATION CLASSES.

On each questionnaire the respondent was asked to indicate the services

land/or programa that would be needed in order to enable More special educe-
,

.

tion students to enroll in vocational education programs. Five examples of

possible services and/or programa that might 'be needed were offered on the

two director 'questionnairesmith a space for other suggestions of servicee

and/or programs to be fille4 in. The "Supplementary Questionnaire" stated

the five examples of possible services and/or programa and directed the

respondent to circle the three that they thought would be most helpful.

Table kpresents the results relative to this objective from the our
different questionnaires. The first five services and/or prograna are the

ones that were presented as examples on each questionnaire and were,the

possible choices on the "Supplementary Queationnaire". The last five

services and/or programa were supplied by the respondents on the director

questionnaires. The services and/or programa are presented below.

A. vocational evaluation - the systematic measurement of aptitudes,

interests, and work attitudeC.-

B. curriculum modification>=1 minor modifications of the curriculum

) and the demands that are made of enrolled students.

2 9
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TABLE 8

SERVICES AND/OR PROGRAMS NEEDED TO ENABLE MORE SPECIAL

EDUCATION STUDENTS TO ENROLL IN VOCATIONAL EDUCATION PROGRAMS

"Service' and/or Questionnaire ]tal
Program DSEQ DVEQ SQ

A 52 30 52 0 134

72 24 74 2 172

24 22 48 94

D 60 34 71 0 165

E 49 30 53 7 139

14 5 * 3 22

17 8 *' 1 26

H 16 3 * 3 22

I 8 0 * 3 11

J 25 12 8 45

DSEQ - "Director of pecial Education Questionnaire

DVEQ 7 "Director of Vocational Education Questionnaire"

SQ - "Supplements Questionnaire"

TQ - "Telephone Questionnaire"

* Not a pa t of "Supplementary Questionnaire"
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learning support -,assistance in the form of meetings outside of
4

scheduled class times where assistance is provided to help students

achieve the objectives estabfished.

D. liaison services -

special education

other significant

student.

'assistance in the form of coordiriation between

teachera, vocational education teachers, and

school personnel who could be helpful to the

E. teacher aides - assistance in the form of additional instructional

Personnel to help students.adhieve the objectives established.

F. vocational education programs for specialeducation students that

are similar to CVAE programs.

G. special vocational education programs for special educationNstudents.

H. in-service training for both special and vocational education

personnel.

I. clarificati

more commun cat1on between TEA and local districts.

J. increase in funds and facilities for vocational education.

The data presente in Table 8 indicates that the two mosNrequested programs

and/or services re curriculum modification and lialson services.

n of special and vocational education guidelines and

Summary of Questionnaires Completed by School Districts

In summary, the data supplied on these questionnaires illuminate a

number of very important facts. Special education students are being served

by vocational education, but the number of special education students being

served is definitely less than 25% of the secondary special education stu-

dents anl soMe data indicates that it is less.than 10%. These percentagesS

are particularly law when it is considered that only a veri small percentage

of special education students continue their education after high school.

Tata.was also collected that indicated that there were special education

students eligible for vocational education prograns'that were not being

served,because programs.were not available. Statistics on special education

students who have completed vocational education programs may also be inter-

pretéd to show that special education students do have the potential to
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succeed in vocational education programs. The obvious question is: Why are

not aore'special education students being served in vocational education

programs?

Data on the functioning of the vocational ARD committee is incomplete,

and definitely needs further investigation. For example, there were a,

number of school districts who either telephoned the project office or

indicated on the questionnaire that their ARD committee had recently had

its-first meeting since receiving the project's questionnaire. The comments

made cOncerning the admissions process for special education students to-
4

vocational education.programs indicated that in many cases the final decision

is Made by the vocational education teacher. There is no question that the

,vodational education teacher is the single person who knows mo about-the

program and the skills needed for suceess as ii presently Aist , but the

'vocational education teacher may not be ap objective concerning possible

modifications that may need to be made in order to enable a special educe-
,

tion student to participate successfully iv it. As a result of the number

of comments and the data received, it is apparent that the guidelines and

the implementation of the guidelines for the vocational ARD committees as

described in the Administrative Guide and Handbook for Special Education,

Bulletin '711, need a thorough investigation.

Another more sub1e queStion is concerned with who gets enrolled in'

vocational education programs when there are only a limited number of spaces
`

available., Our investigation indicated that there are more students who want

to enroll in vocaftional education programa than can be accommodated by the

present number.of teachers, facilities and other resources available. In a
\

majority of these situations,.itvas indicated that the most able-bodied

students were selected for the limited number of placements available. Civil

rights.and other court decisions have made it clear that such decisions are

in contradiction to the-law. The essence of the legal opinions on such

questions is that,ill groups should be',.made to sacrifice-equally and that

no one group should bear the burden of the lack of resources. In other words,

. handicapped students should have an equal opportunity to-participate in all

programs.
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Safety was reported as a reason for not enrolling more special education

students in regular vocational education programs. Historically, the issue

,of safety has been an issue that has never been substantiated. This question

is related to the issue of information and knowledge concerning special edu-

cation students. Our society is laden with misinformation and stereotypes

about handicapped people in general. Special education students.with the

proper supervision Ind guidance are no more dangerous than 1.he "normal"

student. Respondents also stated that special education students were not'

properly prepared for the vocational education curiiculum and that the voca-

tional education teachers were not properly prepared to educate special

education students. This is a dilemma about.which more information and

knowledge is needed by all who are corgined.

Four types of services and/or programs were indicated as being needed

to enable more special education students to enroll in regular and/or

special vocational education programs. The highest number of responses

was received by the suggestion for curriculum modification. These modifica-

tions could include minor changes in the curriculum itself and in the demands

that would be made of special education students on an individual basis.

Examples of such modifications'are alternatives and options where all

students are not required to complete tile course.with the same competencies.

The second highest number of responses were for liaison services. Coordination

between vocational education and special education has traditionally left

something to be desired. This is a suggestion for a new job description for

an already employed person or for a new person whose major-responsibility

would'be to develop 000rdination and consultation at the independent school

district level. Such coordination would_involve special education-teachers,

vocational education teachers, guidance counselors, vocational adjustment

coordinators, and other significant school personnel. The other two,suggestione

that were responded to consistently were the need'for vocational evaluations

which would include aptitude, interests, and work attitude data and the need

for teacher aides.
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Comments-made on many of the questionnaires indicated that an important

part of the secondary education program in most school districts in Texas is

the Cooperative School Program which is.jointly sponsored\by tfle Texas.

Rehabilitation dommission, TEA, and the.independent school districts involved.

There are many feelings concerning how the VAC program and vocational education

fit together. For example, some respondents indicated that the VAC program

was the vocational education program for special education students and no

other program was needed. Vocational education\programs are the natural

place for special education students to receive in-school training before,

after, or during participation in the VAC program. This training will help

to enable the future worker better understand the occupational area in which

he is employed and may enable the future worker to be promoted along with

his other "normal" co-workers and be far more productive.

Recommendations

1. That timely and systematic data collection procedures, designed to gather

the type of data necessary in order to be able to meet the objectives of this

study, be implemented immediately by TEA and the independent school districts.

2. That the guidelines and functioning of the vocational ARD committeesoin

the independent school districts be thoroughly investigated.

3. That in sitUations where there are not enough vocational education

resources, the speCisl education studentsirbe given the opportunity to share

the limited resources equally.

4. That present vocational education curriculums be modified in terms of

the demands required of special education students and the level and type

of campetencies that,are needed for course completion.

5. That resources be made available for the employment of persons whose

major responsibility is to facilitate coordination between Special educa-

tion, vocational education, Texas Rehabilitation Commission and other

significant school personnel.

6. That the precise,number of special education students who are not being

served because of a lack of vocational programs be ascertained and that each
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'C. #

student be indnidually interviewed and reviewed so that the most appropriate

educationil prograM may be determined.

7. Th an intensive in-service education program on vocational education

prograiiing for special education students for vocational education personnel,

spitcial)education personnel and administrators be initiated to inform them

of the intent of the 1963 Vocational Education Act and its 1968 aMendments,

And to Make'them aware of the latest developments locally, statewidO, and

nationally. Stich an tn-service program would tnclude the assurance thai

eath vocational edu ation teacher participate in a minimum of 15 hours of

instruCtion on t e education of special educatton students in regular voca-

tional educatián programs.

"lb
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PART II

ON-SITE INTERVIEWS

by Jana Lewis

IntroductiOn

32

The original purpose of the on-site interviews was to validate and clarify

the data reported on-the questionnaires and to obtain the impressions and sug-

gestions from individuals in local school districts for improvement of voca-

tional education programming for special education students. Rather than

validating the data from the questionnaires, however, the information gathered

from the on-site interviews served more to enhance the questionnaire findings.

The major portion of the interviewing was conducted by the assistant pro-
\

ject direator, who was responsible for intetviewing persons in a total of six-

teen school districts ilia period of eight weeks. These, persons were inter-

viewed in a period of ten weeks because of a personal emergency. TWo days

were spent in each district in order to interview _approximately ten persons

related to special and vocational education. In all districts attempts were-\
made to interview the special education director, the vocational educational

director, one or more special education teachers, one or more vocational

teachers, a vocational adjustment coordinator, a counselor, and a principal.

Before traveling to each district, appointments were" made by telephone

with the directors of special and vocational education programs in the dis-

trict. These two persons were then asked to make arrangements with the other

persons in their district. The directors in each district were exceptionally

willing to participate in this part of the project, and the interviewer was

cordially received in every district.

Development of Interview Procedures and Instrument

The-interview procedures and instrument reflect a continual process of

development and revision. An interview schedule'was first designed and pilot

tested with twelve graduate students in the special education program at The

University of Texas at Dallas. Each of these students then designed their own
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interview instruments for the project as a part of course requirements.. The

input from these students and the pilot testing were used in the initial devel-'

opment of fhe instrument used in the first six districts. This first schedule

was fairly intricate and involved, consisting of five typewritten pages and

its inadequacy began to be revealed during the visit to District #5. 'Here the

interviewer realized Oat to understand vocational services available to

special education students, one must first understand the special education

and vocational education services available to all students. For example, if

there ate no special education services available at the secondary level in a

district, the question of vocational education services for these students

becomes meaningless, because there are no identified special education students

at the secondary level. Likewise, if few vocational education programs are

available in a district, then special education students have fewer possibil-
.

ities to recefVe vocational training. Therefore, the purpose in obtaining

information about available special and vocational services was not so much

to collect an exhaustive list of such services, but rather to gain a better

perspective of the special education student in his particular school environ-
.

ment.

The interview schedule was revised after interviewing in District #6 to

include fourteen questions. Although this revised form was used during the

remaining time, it was eventually shortened verbally by the interviewer to in-

clude five main questions. The final interview procedure and schedule consisted

of the following five questions, preceded by the questions concerning available

services:

1. Are special education students in regular vocational programs?

How many?

2. Are there any special education students who are presently not

being served by regular vocational programs who could be?

3. Why have special education students not been served?

4. What would need to be done in order for more special education

students to be served in regular vocational programs? (Sometimes

the word "regular" was omitted where it was thought that the more

general question was appropriate.)

3 7
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5. If T.E.A. could provide your school district with some kind of

assistance in order for you to servecmore special education students

in regular vocational programs what kind of assistance would be most

needed? (Sometimes the words "in regular vocational programs" were

omitted and replaced by the word "vocationally" where it was thought

that the more general question was appropriate.)

Question and Response Interpretations

The interview schedule was designed to code responses into predetermined

categories, which required a certain amount of interpretation on the part of

4the interviewer."'

ARE SPE AL.EDUCATION STUDENTS IN REGULAR VOCATIONAL PROGRAMS?

\ao

-None 15% or less 16-30% 31-75% Do Not Know

The response solicited was for-an estimate of the percent cif age-eligible
,t

special education studenfa enrolled in regular vocational pr ams. For

example, if the first vocational,offerings in the'district were made to students

who were fourteen years of age, the information asked for here was an estimated

percent of all special education students, ages fourteen to twenty-one, being

served in regular vocational programs. These figures represent rough estimates

by persons in the school districtsland ire not precise calculations. Do Not

Know refers to those persons who did mit icnow if special education students

were enrolled in iegular vocational programs.

2. ARE THERE ANY SPECIAL EDUCATION STUDENTS WHO ARE PIESENTiy NOT BEING

SERVED BY REGULAR VOCATIONAL PROGRAMS WHO COULD ft?

Yes No Do Not Know

Affirmative responses nclude the following:

a. Yes, but only a few.

b. Yes, but.the severely handicapped will nefiLd special vocational

programs..

c. Yes, but only the students in,junior high (high school).
4
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Negative responses include the following:

a. Yes, but not in regular programa

b. Those who can make it in the regular programs are present y being

served, but there is a need for those needing special vocational

programs.

3. WHY HAVE STUDENTS NOT BEEN SERVED?

Student School/Teacher Needs Respondent State

Needs Needs Met Misinformillom Restrictions

Student Needs are tibee needs as seen from the viewpoint of the respondent

which. are actions, characteristics, or choices of the student. Generally, if

the student was referred to or described in response tei this question, then the

reason gilfn was categorized .as a student need. Examples include the fol-

lowing:

a. Students can't succeed in the regular program (academically,

behaviorally). 4

b. Students can't learn all the skills taught in a vocational class.

c. Students are too shy and insecure.

d. Students' handicaps are too severe.

e. Students cause safety hazards and other problems in the classroom.

f. Students have,poor attitudes.
7

g. Students do not choose to be in regular vocational programa.

h. Students are unemployable and can't handle job responsibilities.

i. Students hold back the normal students..

School/Teacher Needs are those needs as seen from the viewpoint of the

respondent as an action, characteristic, or choice of the school or teacher.

Generally, if the school or teacher was referred to or described in response

to tide questioh, then the reason given was oategorized as a School/Teacher

Need. Examples include the'following:

. Vocational teachers lack the understanding, time, and training to

work with'special education students.
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b. The quota In vocational education is filled by selecting the best

students first.

c. There in a reAction in vocational education against being used no n

"dumptng ground" tor unmotivated students.

d. The district lacks space, facilities, and programs.

e. Entrance depends on an individual vocational teacher's willingness

_to accept special education students.

f. Students are not referred by special education teachers.

g. The district is doing all it kesently can.

h. Students are not made aware of regular vocational programs.

i. The district lacks vocational evaluation.

Needs Met refers to responses in which the persons interviewed felt that

special education students were currently receiving adequate vocational ser-'

vices. Examples include the following:

a. Special education students have VAC (VEH, CVAE).

b. Special education students are better served 1t VAC (VEH, CVAE).

c. Special education students are on an equal entry basis with regular

students.

Respondent Misinformation refers to responses that are a result of a lack

of information or a misinterpretation of guidelines and procedures. Examples

1.nclude the following:

a. The vocational program would lose its allocations if identified

special education students were placed there.

b. It is illagal for special education students to be in regular voca-

tional programs.

State Restrictions refers to responses naming decisions or,barriers at

'41e state level that prevent special education students from being served.

Examples ihclude the following:

/ a. Vocational parsons at the stfte level do not want special education

students in regular programs.

4 0
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b. Unnecessary CVAE restrictions prevent vocational service.

c. Age and size requirements of regular vocational classes prevent

enrollment.

d. Contact hours act as a deterrent to serving special education

students.

e. Special education student's cannot be served in cosmetology because

state regulations prevent specialized skills training.

4. WHAT WOULD NEED TO BE DONE IN ORDER FOR MORE SPECIAL EDUCATION

STUDENTS TO BE SERVED IN REGULAR VOCATIONAL PROGRAMS?
-

Special Vocational School Teacher Student State
Programs Needs . Needs Needs Revisions

Spedial Vocational Programs refers to responses in which the vocational

program of special education students is viewed either as an addition to, or

as a separation from the regular vocational program. This category was needed

In order to classify responsei when the more generally phrased question was

asked and when persons responded in an alternative manner to the above ques-

tion. Examples imclude the following:

a. Place special educatioa students in special vocational -lasses.

I). Have VEH programs in this district.

c. Offer programs in whIch special education students can function.
1%

d. Have special mocatioval programs for the more severely handicapped.

School Needs refers to needs within the school that must be.met by some

means before more special education students can be served. School Needs is

distinguished from Special Vocational Programs by such words as "mores" "space,"

and "variety." The need for more vocational programs, either regular or spe-

cial, and khe lack of space and money to build facilities is often mentioned

when referring to School Needs. Examples include,the following:

a. Have' more programs, facilitiei, instructional units (regular, VEH).

b. Provide more of a variety of course offerings (regular, VEH).

c. Expand and enrich the present programs to serve special education

students.
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d. Provide machines equipped with safety precautions.

.e. Identify vocational capabilities earlier.

f. Identify morsspecial education students.

g. Allow time, effort and patience.

h. Provide more training stations,in the community and the school.

i. Admit more special education students into the regular vocational

program.

j. Have transportation to rehabilitation services in a nearby city.

k. Require administrators to have college courses in both special and

vocational education.
,

-

Teacher Needs refers to the needs of teachers that must be met before

more special educa4ion students can be served. Examples include the following:

a. Certain vocational teachers bust have more understanding and accep-

tance of special education students.

b. Vocationg teachers mUst have assistance in the form of teacher-aides.

'or smaller classes.

c. Vocaiional teaChers must have training in the area of special educe-

tiOn

Special and vocational educators must have better communication through

Ot-serCice Workshops. .

e. Special education teachers'need to make more. referrals*

Student Needs refers to needs of students that are presently being met or

that'aust baimet before more special education students can be served.

.Examples include the following:

a. Students must have better preparation (math, exploratory courses).

b. Students needs are presently being met.

c. Students must have individual help, special materials and machines.

d. Students need to become vocationally motivated.

e. Students must be able to meet certain standards, such as speaking

English, reading abllity, and have knowledge of tool names'.

Every special education student needs to receive vocational appraisal

at the eighth grade level.
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State Revisions refers to recommendations for changes to be made at the

state level in order to serve more special educatIBn Students in vocational

programs. 'Examples include the following:

a. Modify vocational success criteria for the handicapped.

b. Orient vocational curriculum more toward the handicapped.

c. Require 15 to 20Z of all students in regular vocational programb

to be special education students.

d. Eliminate age and class size restrictions.

e. Combine CVAE and VEH in order to benefit a broader population of

students.

f. Clarify and/or change CVAE restrictions to include special education

students.

g. Have better communication between vocational and special education

at the state level.

h. Provide more flexible guidelines in areas significant to.smaller

schools.

i. Establish an adequate financial system to guarantee vocational train-

ing to special education students in Texas.

Revise the contact hour policy.

5. IF TEA COULD PROVIDE YOUR SCHOOL DISTRICT WITH SOME KIND OF ASSISTANCE

IN ORDER FOR YOU TO SERVE MORE SPECIAL EDUCATION STUDENTS IN REGULAR

VOCATIONAL PROGRAMS, WHAT KIND OF ASSISTANCE WOULD BE MOST NEEDED?

Special Vocational School Teacher Student State

Programs Needs Needs Needs Revis4i6ns
:.

The resOonses solicited for this question refer to specific kipds ot TEA

assistance and examples are included under question four.

43:
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.INDEPENDENT SCHOOL DISTRICT #1

I. Description

Located in the northeastern part of Texas, this school district

has an ADA between three and six thousand and serves students in four

elementary schools, one middle school, and one high school.

II. Special Education Services

District #1 is the head school in a Plan A .cooperative. Instruc-

tional and personnel arrangements at the high school level include one

class for EMR and MBI students, one class for LLD and ER students and

one vocational adjustment coordinator.

III. Vocational Education Services

Vocational programs available in the area vocational high school

include the folfowing:

Agricultural Education

Distributive Education

Homemaking Education ,

Vocational Office Education

Cosmetology

IV. ' Interviews

The persons interviewed in

.vocational director, the special

an assistant superintendent, two

tional teachers.

Industrial Cooperative Training

Drafting

Building Trades

VEH General Construction Ttades

this district wete a careercounselorr, the

education director, a VER teacher, a VAC,

special educaiion'teachers, and two voca-

V. ARE SPECIAL EDUCATION STUDENTS IN REGULAR VOCATIONAL PROGRAMS?,

HOW MANY?

4 4
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Five persons, including both directors, said that special edu ation

students were in regular vocational programs. A special eduation teacher

irnd
a vocational teacher said that they were not. The caree;)ccunsélor,

the spellial education director, the vocational director, and the-VAC made

estimates ranging from 5-15% of all age-eligible special educatlon students

enrolled in regular vocational-programs. A special education teacher esti-

mated between 30-60%.
O

2. ARE THERE ANY SPECIAL EDUCATION STUDENTS WHO ARE PRESENTLY NOT

BEING SERVED BY REGULAR VOCATIONAL PROGRAMS 'WHO COULD BE?

Four persons, the special education director, a Special educatkon

teacher, and two vat-eel:oriel education teachers thought that there were more

-special education students who could be served in the regular voCational

-.0-program. One vocatival teacher d

3. WHY HAVE STUDENTS NOT BEEN SERVED?

Seven persons na.N4d Student d . A vocational teacher said that

special education students could not learn all the necessary skills pre-

sented in vocational programa. The vocational director and a special educa-

tion teacher said that special education students could not succeed in

the regular program. One specialeducation teacher thought that special

education students lacked the necessary preparation and discipline. The

special education director named safety reasons. One vocational teacher

said that the student could not perform in areas such as math. Another

vocational teacher named reading problems as the cause. School/Teacher

Needs were named by three persons. Two of these persons, the.assistant

superintendent and a career counselor, said that vocational teachers have

backgrounds in indus;ry rather than in education and, therefore, lack the

patience and understanding necessary for teaching exceptional students.

The VAC felt that vocational teachers were hesitant because they lacked

the time to work with these students and because their classes were already

full. State Restrictions were named by one vocational teacher who said

4 5
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that special education students could not be served in cosmetology because

state regulations Prevented specialized skills training.

4. WHAT WOULD NEED TO BE DONE IN ORDER FOR MORE SPECIAL EDUCATION,

STUDENTS TO BE SERVED IN REGULAR VOCATIONAL PROGRAMS?

' One special education teacher thought that Special Vocational Programs

were needed. A School Need was named by one special education teacher

who thought that the regular programa would have to be modified before

special education students could.be served. Five persons named Teacher

Needs. The special education director said that there needed to be a change

in the attitude of vocational teachers who preferred ability students. 'The

career counselor felt that more special education students could be, admitted

if teacher-aides were made available to vocation-al teachers. The vocational

director said that a ratio of one to three persons was needed in order to

teach the handicaiiped. A vocational teacher and the VAC thought that smaller

--classes end/Onalified instructor help was most needed. Student Reeds

were named by one vocational teacher who saidlhat Alecia/ education

_students needed better math preparation. The response of one person was

----eategorized as a State Revision. The assistant superi endent suggested

that the vocational criteria for success should be mo ified for the handl.-

" capped.

5. .IF TEA COULD PROVIDE YOUR SCOOL DISTRICT WITH SOME KIND OF

ASSISTANCE IN ORDER FOR-YOU TO SERVE MORE SPECIAL EDUCATION

STUDENTS IN 4GULAR VOCATIONAL PROGRAMS, WHAT KIND OF ASSIST-

ANCE WOULD BE MOST NEEDED? a

The responses of. four persons were categorized as School Needs. A

special education teacher and the assistant superintendent said that the

existent programs should be expanded and etriched to provide better train-

ing for'special education students. The voational director named more

building equipment and space for new programs..- The VEH teacher said that

another handicapped programwas needed in order to provide more of a variety

4 6
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of offerings to special education students. Teacher Needs was the cate-

gory named by four persons. A special education teacher wanted, workshops

provided for both special and vocational people in order for both groups

to be made, more aware of one another. The career counselor, the special

education,director, and a vocational teacher named a need for teacher-aides.

V. Summary

MOst of the persons interviewed said that less.than 15% of all,age-

eligible special education students were in regular vocational programs.

Student Needs categorized most of the-reasons given for special education

students not,enrolled-in regular vocational programs These reasons in-

clude the student's lack of reaaing and' math skills, his or her lack of

preparation and discipline, and generally the student's inability to

succeed. The need for"additional instructional personnel, usually in the
/

form of teacher-aides,- was mentioned six times in response to/Serving more

special education Students and to,needed assigtance from TEA./

43
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fNDEPENDENT SCHOOL DISTRICT #2

I. Description

Located in the northeastern part of Texas, District #2 has an ADA '

between ten and thirty-five thousand and is served by fourteen elementary

schools, five junior high schools, and two high schools.

II. Special Education Services

This"Plan A school district serves students with all the handicapping

conditions outlined in the Administrative Guide and Handbook for Special

Education. The instructional and personnel arrangements available at each

of ihe three schoo/ levels are not reported for this district.

III. Vocational Education Services

Vocational programs in this district

Homemlakieg

Home Management

Home ad Family Living

Auto Mechanics

Auto Paint and Body

Cosmetology

Vocational Drafting

'--'`Vocational Off4 Education Lab

Vocational HM Child Care Lab

include the following:

ivAE Lab

Distributive Education

Industrial Cooperative Training

Vocational Health OCcupational
Education

Vocational Agriculture

Home Economics Cooperative
Education

CVAE Cooperalive

Vocationaloeffice Education
Cooperative

IV. Interviews

The persons interviewed in this district were the special education

director, a special education consultant, the vocational director,a voca-

tional adjustment coordinator, one special education teacher, two vocational

4 8
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teachers,.a vocational counselor, and a principal. The special education

director and consultant were interviewed together and unless otherwise in-

dicated, represent one response. The responses of two vocational teachers

were recorded in the same manner.

1. ARE SPECIAL EDUCATION STUDENTS IN REGULAR VOCATIONAL PROGRAMS?

HOW M4NY?

Responseslfrom the special education director.and consultant, a special

education teacbet, a piincipal, and a vocational counselor indicated that

speciol educat*on students were in regular vocational programs; The voca-

tional direct 4aid:thaehe knew of no special education students in the

regular progr i The special education director and consultant did not

estimate the percentage, but both felt that the number of students was very

few. The vocational counselor estimated tOat 75% of the resource students

were enrolled in regular vocational programs and that there were no VAC

students enrolled.

2. ARE THERE ANY SPECIAL EDUCATION STUDENTS WHO ARE PRESENTLY NOT

BEXI$G,SERVED BY REGULAR VOCATIONAL PROGRAMS WHO COULD BE?
,

Responses from a special education teacher, the special education

director and consultant, and from two vocational teachers indicated that

more specal education students could be served. The special education

teacher felt ehat resource studenS were at a major disadvantage because

they could not qualify.for CVAE, VAC, or the regular programs. Two 'persons,

the VAC and the vocational counselor, did no't-think any more special educa-

tion studenta could be served in regular programs.

3 WHY HAVE STUDENTS.NOT BEEN SERVED?

Three persons named School/Teacher Needs.. The principal said that

entrance was based on competitive selection and that teachers saw students

as a reflection of themselves. The vocational director said that the

,
programs were very selective and that teachers in cooperative programs
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made the final deasions. A special education tea0-er said that tte quota

in vocational programs was usually met by selecting the better students,

and that the vocatioaal counselors did not visit the resource rooms to

explain the various vocational programs. Responses from three persons

. were classifieds Needs Met. The special education director and con-

sultant said t t special education students had not been served in regular

vocational piograms because they had VAC and CVAE available. The VAC felt

that the needs of special education students were best met in VAC programs,

rather than in voational programs. A vocational counselor.stated tk at VAC

students had no business being in regular programs.

!

4. WHAT WOULD NEED TO BE DONE IN ORDER FOR MORE SPECIAL EDUCATIr

STUDENTS TO BE SERVED IN REGULAR VOCATIONAL PROGRAMS?

The speciel education director and consultant thought that special

education students needed separate Special Vocational Provams. rIwo re-

sponses were classified as School Needs. Both vocational teachers felt

that the greatest need was for more machinery with safety devices. A

principal felt that the problem was within people in the school and a-

solution would require time, effort, and patience. A Teacher Need was

named by the vocational director, who felt that vocational teachers needed

to know from the beginning what to expect and what would be expected of

them in the vocational training of these students. A-special education

teacher, whose response,was classified as a State Revision, said that

curriculum in vocational programs should be revised in order to be more

oriented toward the handicapped.

-

IF TEA COULD PROVIDE YOUR S6HOOL DISTRICT WITH SOME KIND OF

ASSISTANCE IN ORDER FOR YOU TO SERVE MORE SPECIAL EDUCATION

STUDENTS IN REGULAR VOCATIONAL PROGRAMS, WHAT KIND OF ASSIST-

ANCE WOULD BE MOST NEEDED?

The special education director and consultant thought that-assist-.

ance c4amwmost needed in setting up Special Vocational ProgramS. School
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Needd-categorized the lesponse of a special education teacher who said

that the problem of filled quotas required more vocational teachers. the

'
principal named the need for a State Revision establishing more flexible

ADA requirements, which^would encourage the vocational mainstreaming of

special education students.

'17. Summary r

There seems to be different opinions about special education

students being enrolled in regular vocational programs in this district.

,The vocational director said that special education students were not in

.regular programs However, the vocational counselor estimated that 75%

of xhe resource students were in xegular vocational programs, and a special

education teacher said that resource students do not qualify for any of

the three kinds of Vocational programa available. It does seem clear that

special education students who are enrolled in VAC classes.are not also

enrolled in regular vocational prggrame. The two main types -of reasons

given for special education students not being in regular vocational

programs are that vocational programs are selective and already'filled,

and that special,education students have VAC classes. There is no con-

sensus of opinion regarding how more sPecial education students coqld be

served or regarding needed assistance from TEA.

51
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,

::this district, loatted'in East Texas, has an

: :ehOusand. It consists of fj.ve elementary school"
4Al,'. "

i school .(grade 7), one junior high, and one high sc

_INDEPENDENT SCHOOL DISTRICT #3

gcription

II. Special Education Services

Thie-Plan A school district serves EMR. TMR, and LLD students, as

well as those with hearing and speech iMpairment. Special education

instructional arrangements and personnel at the four school levels.in'

this district are not reported, with the exception of one vocational

adjustment coordinator serving in the high school.

A three and

intermediate

III. Vocational Education Services

Vocational programs include the following:

Agricultural Education

Distributive Education

Homemaking Educafion

Industrial Cooperative Training

Vocational Office Education

IV. Interviews

Industrial Arts

Cosmetology (contracted)

Auto Mechanics.(contracted)

Commercial Art:(contracted)

Machine Shop (contracted) .

The persona interviewed in this district were the assistant super-

intendent for inatruction, a special education teacher, le vocational

adjustment cobKdinator, a vocational teacher, a principal, the vocational

director, th'e-apecial education director, and a VEH teacher.

1. ARE SPECIAL EDUCATION STUDENTS IN REGUIAR VOCATIONAL PRGRAMS?

MOW MANY?

Five persons, including both directors, aaid.that special education

.441.

5 2

O
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students were in regular vocational programs. All five persons said that

homemaking and agridulture were the programs in which special education

students were most often placed. Two persons, a special education teacher

and the VAC, did not think that special education students were in regular

vocational programs The vocational director estimated between 117301of

the age-eligible special education students to be in regular vocatiodal

programs. The special education director estimated 20% and a principal

said that the figure was between 0--11r.

2. ARE THERE ANY SPECIAL EDUCATION STUDENTS WHO ARE PRESENTLY NOT

BEING SERVED BY REGULAR VOCATIONAL PROGRAMS WHO COULD BE?

Three persons, a special education teacher, the assistant super-

intendent, and the vocational director, believed that there were more

special education students who could be served. The VAC did not think

there were. One vocational teacher did not know.

3. WHY HAVE STUDENTS NOT BEEN SERVED?

Three.persons named-Student Needs. A vocational teaCher said that

special education students seemed too shy and insecure. A principal said

that these students ustially did not have the necessary Skills in aca4em1c

and behavioral areas. The'special education director sati that most

special education students were not capable'of succeeding in regular voca-

tional programs. School/Teacher Needs were given by three persons. A

special education teacher paid that-vocational teachers, thoUgh trained

vocationally, were not prepared emotionally for dealing with special educa-

tion-students. The assis ant superintendent named the lack of space and

facilities. The vocat nal director said that vocational teachers were

hesitantibecause they did not feel adequately prepared to teach special

education students. Needs Met classified the response of the VAC, who

said that regular programs were for regular students and that the VAC pro-

gram was for special education students.

5 3
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4. WHAT WOULD NEED TO BE DONE IN ORDER FC2 MORE SPECIAL EDUCATION

STUDENTS TO BE SERVED IN REGULAR VOCATIONAL PROGRAMS?

A special education teacher and the vocational director felt.that

Special Vocational Programs were needed in the district. One yocational

teacher, whose response was classified as School Needs, said that detec-

tion of these students needed to be made earlier in order for tbem to
A

begin makingsa career choice. Three persons named Teacher Needs, The

.assistant superintendent thought that better staff tritining was netded.

The principal named the need for professionally trained aides to assist

vocational teachers. The special education director said that 'Vocational

teachers needed to be taught how to work with special education students

and be given teacher-aides.

5. IF TEA COULD PROVIDE YOUR SCHOOL DISTRICT WITH SOME KIND OF
00.

ASSISTANCE IN ORDER FOR YOU TO SERVE MORE SPECIAL EDUCATION

c
STUDENTS IN REGULAR VOCATIONAL PROGRAMS, WHAT KIND OF ASSIS-

TANCE WOULD BE MOST NEEDED?

The special education director, whose response was classified as a

School Need, named the need for more building space. Three persons wanted

assistance to meet Teacher Needs. The assistant superintendent thought that

staff development was most needed. The principal felt that money could best

be used for professionally traiped teacher-aides. The vocational director

named the need for more persOnnel in order to lower the present teacher/

pupil ratio.

V. Summary

Estimates of special education students in regular vocational programs

ranged from 0-30%. Homemaking and agriculture were the programa in which

special education students were most often placed. Most of those inter-

._ viewed thought that more special education students could be served in

regular vocational programs. Student and School/Teacher Needs classified

the reasons most often givep?for special education students not being

5 4
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enrolled in regular vocational programs. These reasons included the stu-

dent's lack 'of academic ability, the ack of student success, and the in-

adequate praration of vocational teachers for working with special'

education students. Teacher Needs was the category most often named in

response to questions four and five regarding solutions for serving more

,special education students in regular vocational programs. The persons

responding felt that vocational teachers should be given adequate prepara-

tion for teaching spetial education students and that.they should be supplied

with teacher-aides.

ti

55
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. INDEPENDENT SCHOOL DISTRICT #4

I. Description

This East Texas school district, with an ADA between one and three

thousand, consists of two elementary schools, one intermediate school

(grades. 4-6), one junior high, and one high school.

II. Special Education Services

District #4 is the head school in a Plan A cooperative. Instruction-

al arrangements at the elementary and intermediate level include four re-

source rooms and one self-contained classroom. Presently eight'TMR
V'

students ranging from age ten to age.seventeen are served ih this self-

contained classroom. Theee students, who do not graduate into junior high

or high school, can remain on this campus until they reach age twenty-one

and not receive.any vocational services. Resource rooms are provided

at the junior high and high sctiool level, with one VAC serving in the high

school. Language and learning disabilities and mild retardation are the

two most often identified handicaps in this district. One person said

that there was no psychologist available to identify students who,are

emotionally disturbed.

Vocational Education Servilips

Some of the programs provlded in this school district-include the

following:

Agriculture Homemaking Education

Distributive Education Auto Mechanics

Building Trades MatalTrades

Vocational Office Education

In addition,.career education is available to studentibeginning

at the junior 1110 level.

a

5 6
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IV. Interviews

Persons interviewed in District #4 were the superintendent epresent-

ative, the vocational director, the VAC, the special education diretor,

three special education teachers, three vocational teachers, and a voca-

tional counselor.

1. ARE SPECIAL EDUCATION STUDENTS IN REGULAR VOCATIONAL PROGRAMS?

HOW MANY?

'Seven persons, including lioth directors, said that apecial education
-

students were served in regular .., ocational programs. One special educa-

tion teacher thought that ipecial education students wentinto the VAC.

program after graduating from junior high, but that tfiey were not enrolled

in regular vocational programs at the high school. One vocational teacher

did not know. Estimates of all age-eligi3Oie'Special education students

enrolled in regular vocational programs ranged.from 70%, a figure given

by the superintenderlt- representative, to 6%, the response of the special

education director. The VAC estimated the number to be around 20%. Two

persons, the vocational-director and a vocational Counsalor gave estimates

between 50 and 60%.

2. ARE THERE ANY SPECIAL EDUCATION STU1NTS WHO ARE PRESENTLY NOT

BEING SERVED BY REGULAR VOCATIONAL P GRAMS WHO COULD BE?

Five persons, the superintendent representative, the special educa-

tion director, the.vocational director, a vocational teacher, and a voca-

tional counselor, thought that there were more special education students

who could be in regular vocattonal programs. Two persons, the VAC and a

special education teacher believed that all the special education students

who could be in regular vocational programa were now being served.

3. WHY HAVE STUDENTS NOT BEEN SERVED?

Four resOnses were classified as Student Needs. The vocational

director said that special education students could not be admitted into

regular programs if their handicaps were too severe to allow them to

4
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benefit from the program. One vocational teacher said that special ealca-
.

tion students who created safety hazards and who were disruptive could not -.

be in regular prograts. The vocational counselor said that special educa-

tion students were kept out if they caused problems or caused someone elee

to get hurt. Another vocational teacher named safety reasons. Wo persons

named School/Teacher Needs. The superintendent representative thought that

negative teacher attitudes prevented special education students from being

served. The special education director said that regular students were

served first. Needs Met categorized responses from the VAC and a special

education teacher, who both said that it was not hard for special educa-

tion students to get into regular vocational programs in the district.

One person, a vocatio al teacher, felt that'the State Restriction of con-

tact hours acted as a eterrent to serving more special education students.

4. WHAT WOULD NEED TO BE DONE IN ORDER FOR MORE SPECIAL EDUCATION

STUDENTS TO BE SERVED IN REGULAR VOCATIONAL PROGRAMS?

Three persons, the superintendent representative, the VAC, and the

vocational director, said that Special Vocational Programs were needed

in this district. Three persons, a vocational teacher, the vocational,

counselor, and a special education teacher, named a School Need for more

programs and facilities. Responses from two persons were classified as

Teacher Needs. The special education director thought that vocational

teachers needed more eaucation in dealing with the handicapped. A voca-

.4tional teacher felt that better comMunication between vocational and special

education was needed.

5. IF TEA COULD PROVIDE YOUR SCHOOL DISTRICT. WITH SOME KIND OF

ASSISTANCE IN ORDER FOR YOU TO SERVE MORE SPECIAL EDUCATION

STUDENTS IN REGULAR VOCATIONAL PROGRAMS, WHAT KIND OF ASSIST-

ANCE WOULD BE MOST NEEDED?

The special education director named assistance in setting up Special

Vocational Programs. Five persons, the superintendent representative, a

5 8
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vocational teacher, the irocational director, a special education teacher,

"and a vocational counselor, responded to the School Need for more building

funds. The VAC, whose response was categorized as Teacher Needs, suggested

that vocational teadhers be given more exposure in the area of special

education during their training. One vocational teacher wanted a State

Revision made concerning Ow contact hours policy.

V. Summary

Most person.; said that special education students were in regular

vocational programs. More of,these persons estimated the number to,be

50% and over; however, there is a ditiCrepancy between the responses of

the special education director, who gave a 6% estibate, and the vocational

director, who made an estimate between 50 and 60%. There are also eight

TMR studentswho'do not receive any type of vocational service. Most of
-1

the persons interviewed believed that more special education students

could be served in regular vocational programs,t but not if the students

handicap Was too severe or if the student created a safety risk. Most

persons felt that more special education students could-be served if

there were more facilities, regulaL vocational programs, and special voca-

tional programs. The type of assistance mosttamrested from TEA was for

building funds.

5 9
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INDEPENDENT SCHOOL DISTRICT #5

I. Description

This district is.located in the southern part of Texas and has an

ADA between' one and three thousand. It is made up of one elementary

school, one junior high, and one high school.

II. Special Education ServiAes

District #5, a member of a Plan A cooperative, has resource and

self-contained classrooms serving LLD and. EMR students at, thaeleieptary
., ,, , .

and junior high levels. There is one instructional unit,for
,

tha deaf-'
,

,

blind on an elementary school campus. Services for TMR students'are,
i

10bntracted from another school distriet. BefOre the VACI:frogram list'
4 4 it

0 , ., .

year, there.\ were,no specidl idaation services prol4ded at the high
, 1,, ...

schocilAWiw there is oneiyart;-iime (two,periods n-day)4resOuroe't5acher
. .

_

serving-dix-siUdents and.b6aorocetional adjustmea't cOordinator, Serving
..,

,,
...

1 \,.4 4ten students.' '4 v
w

% ,, .3e11111

-Vocatiotlai Education/Services
';!'

This. iiistsiUhaii the

'Balding Tridess
4;

pAirxculture
. .

.<

luitoMechanits.,
_

DiStributive Educatión

following voca

Homemakaing EdUcatlan

,
,

,Iiterviews

nal programs:.

::.Eome'Eonolpics Cooperdtiv,e Edu4tiOn

Const;UctlOArlideSt. 1,.

(j .7
I. 4

CV4.,E HomemaktneEducat4On (junioT4high)

CVA'E Offii*Duplicatifin (hig0 school)

I:

56
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The persohs.,inie'ryiwe4 were the
Vi
apecial..educatiOtttdirectori,,n; MAE

- e-
; teacher;,the wicaiional director, twofvocatiouar teachers, a counselor,*i:r , , $

hitgh school,lkidc44, a VAC,'and'Alpegial Aducatiqii:teacier.
,

',A 41**
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1. ,ARE SPECIAL EDUCATION STUDENTS' IN REGULAR VOCATIONAL PROGRAMS?

HOW MANY?

Three persons, the vocational director, a principal, and a VAC said

that special education students were in regular vocational programs. Three

persons were classified as saying that special education students were not

served by regular vocational programs. Two of these persons, the special

education director and a special education teacher, actually responded

affirmatively, but both were referring to special education students en-

rolled in CVAE programs. The counselor felt that there were no special

education students in regular programs because there were so few identified

speciafeducation students at the high school level. One vocational teacher

did not know. Four persons, the special edhcation director, the vocational

director, the VAC, and the principal, estimated that less than 10% of the

age-eligible special education students were enrolled in regular vocational

programs.

2. ARE THERE ANY SPECIAL EDUCATION STUDENTS WHO AR§0PRESENTLY NOT

BEING SERVED BY REGULAR VOCATIONAL PROGRAMS WHO COULD BE?

Three persons, the special education director, the VAC, and a special

education teacher, thought that there were more special education students

who could be served in regular vocational programs. The vocational director

thought that the maxitum number of special eduCation students were presently

beilig served. One vocational teacher did not know.-

3. WHY HAVE STUDENTS NOT BEEN SERVED?

Six persons responded on the basis of School/Teacher Needs. The VAC

said that vocational teachers did not want "problem kids." A vocational

teacher thought that it was a natural tendency of most teachers to Want

high achievers. The sPecial education director said that regular vacs-

tional programs were selective, allowing the best students to be admitted

first. The spec,al education teacher said that special education students

had not been served beCause ofthe lack of programs, especially for gir14,
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The principal alsp named the lack of programs, and the vocational director

felt that the district was already trying ev'erything it could. Needs.Met

was indicated by the counselor, who said that special education students

were on an equal basis with regular students in entering regular vocational

programs.

4. WHAT WOULD NEED TO BE DONE IN ORDER FOR MORE SPECIAL EDUCATION

STUDENTS TO BE SERVED IN REGULAR VOCATIONAL PROGRAMS?

The CVAE teacher felt that Special Vocational Programs were needed

to serve more special education students. Four persons named School Needs.

A vocational teacher said that more facilities were needed. The special

education teacher thought that more special education students would need to

be identified before they could be served. The counselor thought that

identification of students' vocational capabilities at.the middle school

level was needed. The VAC thought that the needs were for special programs,

more instructors and tre facilities. A vocational teacher's response,

categorized as Teacher Needs, was for teacher assistance. One person, the

special education director, responded in favor of a State Revision requiring

15-20% of all students in regular vocational progrlms to be identified

special education students. C('

5. IF TEA COULD PROVIDE YOUR,SCHOOL DISTRICT WITH SOME KIND OF

ASSISTANCE IN ORDER FOR YOU TO SERVE MORE SPECIAL EDUCATION

STUDENTS IN REGULAR VOCATIONAL PROGRAMS, WHAT KIND OF ASSIST-

ANCE WOULD BE MOST NEEDED?

The responses of three persons were classified as School Needs. Tge

counselor named funds for personnel, equipment, and building space. The

special education director wanted TEA to allocate funds for facilities and

more teaching units. The VAC also named a facility need.

V. Summary

It is unclear whether special education students ere actually in

regular vocational programs. Some persons'said that they were, others

6 2
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referred to CVAE as regular. Probably the small number of available

special education services in the high school make it difficult to serve

an unidentified population of students. Most of the persons interviewed

thought that there were more special education students who could be

served, and the need most often named was for More facilities and programs.

6 3
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INDEPENDENT SCHOOL DISTRICT #6

I. Description

1, This south central school district, with an ADA between zero and five

hundred, consists of one elementary school, one junior high school, and

one high school.

II. Special Education Services

This small district, a member of a Plan A cooperative, has two re-

source.teachers. One teacher is responsible for approximately seventeen

students in grades one through four; the (Aher, for approXimately twenty-

two students in grades five through twelve. LLD and EMR students are

served on the home campus, and two TKR students are sent for educational

serviceh to the head school of the cooperative a few miles away. The

district is served by one VAC who comes one day a week. Speech therapy

is also available in the district.

III. Vocational Education Services

The only,,vocational programs available in this district are agricul-
.-'

ture and homemaking. According to the superintendent, these are all of the

*programs for which the district is eligible. Because there-are no work pro-

grans available to regular students, the superintendent felt that there was

resentment in the district toward the VAC program.

IV. Interviews

Persons interviewed were the superintendent, the special,education
IF

director (of the cooperative),,tht VAC, and two special education teachers.

The two teachers wire interviewed at the same time and, unless otherwise

noted, are considered as one response, The VAC and the special education

director were located at the head school of the cooperative a few miles

away. Needs of the head school appeared to be quite different from those

in District #6. It was not clear in the first two interview questions

6 4
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whether persons from the head school were responding for their school or

for District #6.

,I. ARE SPECIAL EDUCATION STUDENTS IN REGULAR VOCATIONAL PROGRAMS?

HOW MANY?

The superintendent and the special education teachers said that there

were some boys in agriculture. (There are no girls in special education at

the high school level.) The VAC and special education direcFor said that

special education students were not in regular vocational ,pfrograms. The

superintendent did not know the number of special education students in

regular vocational programs.

1 2. ARE THERE ANY SPECIAL EDUCATION STUDENTS WHO ARE PRESENTLY NOT

BEING SERVED BY REGULAR VOCATIONAL PROGRAMS WHO COULD BE?

The VAC and the special education.director felt that more special

education students could be served. The superintendent and special educa-

tion teachers felt that all the special education students who could be in

regular vocational programs were being served.

3. WHY HAVE STUDENTS NOT BEEN SERVED?

Three persons named School/Teacher Needs. The VAC,,the special educa-

tion teachers, and the special education director thought that special

education students had not been served because of the lack of vocational

programs in School District #6. Needs Met classified the response of the

superintendent, who said that special education students were as eligible

as regular students,to enroll in the vocational programs that were available.

4. WHAT WOULD NEED TO BE DONE IN ORDER FOR MORE SPECIAL EDUCATION

STUDENTS TO BE SERVED IN REGULAR VOCATIONAL PROGRAMS?

Two persons, the special education teacher and the special education

director, named School Needs in the form of additional vocational programs.

The superintendent, whose,response was categorized as Student Needs, felt
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that the needs of special education students were.being met in an equal

manner, if not better, to those of regular students.

5. IF TEA COULD PROVIDE YOUR SCHOOL DISTRICT WITH SOME KIND OF

ASSISTANCE IN ORDER FOR YOU TO SERVE MORE SPECIAL EDUCATION

STUDENTS IN REGULAR VOCATIOW PROGRAMS, WHAT KIND OF ASSIST-

ANCE WOULD BE MOST NEEDED?

All four persons responded to School Needs, saying that this small

school district needed additional vocational allocations.

V. Summary

It seems that special education students in District #6 can be

admitted to regular programs, but there are very few vocational programs

available. In this school district with an ADA of less than five hundred,

the greatest need is for additional allocations for vocational programs.

The interviewing in this distridt rajtses several questions concerning small

school districts, such as the kinds

62

f assistance available to these schools

and their relationships within coopera ives.
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INDEPENDENT SCHOOL DISTRICT #7

I. Description

This school district is locatediein the northern part of TeAas and

has an ADA between one and three thousand. It consists of two elementary

schools, one 'junior high, and one high school.

II. Special Education Services

Special education services are available to ED, MBI, EMR, and LLD

students in thirteen resource rooms at the elementary level, four resource

rooms.at the junior high school,and one vocational adjustmenficlass in the

high school. T students are ?ontracted to available services in a larger

school district everal miles away.
/,

III. Vocational Education Services

This school district has the followinpkvocational programs;

DistributivvEducation

Homemaking Educatibn

61

Agriculture (3 different programs)

Auto Mechanics

Home Economics Cooperative Education Building Trades

Industrial Cooperative Training VEH Building MAinienance

Vocational Office Education ,VEH_Home and Community:Services

Pre-emplOyment Office Education

IV. 1.nterviews

Persons interviewed weie the vocational director, the special education

director, special education counselor, two special education teachers-

(junior high), two vocational teachers, two VEH teachers, and theAC.

1. ARE SPECIAL EDUCATION STUDENTS IN REGULAR VOCATIONAL PROGRAMS?

HOW MANY?

Five persons said that special education students were in regular

6 7
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vocational programs. One 61 these persons, the special education director,

said that upeclal education studentn In regular high nchool vocational

programs were otten VAC students taking agriculture or homemaking as

electives. One junior high special education teacher estimated that about

12% of her students were in industrial arts. The special education director

estimated the nuMber of ageeligible special education students in regular

VocatiOnal progt4m8 to be about 252 at the junior high school and about 4%

in highschool. This person said that the higher percentage at the junior

high level was the result of there being LLD resource students in the junior

high school. One junior high special education teacher estimated that

about 25% of her students were.in agriculture and homemaking. The VAC made

an estimate pf 25%.

2. ARE THERE ANY SPECIAL EDUCATION STUDENTS WHO ARE PRESENTLY NOT

BEING SERVED BY REGbIAR VOCATIONAL PROGRAMS WHO COULD BE?

Four persons, the special education director, the special education

counselor, the VAC, and VEH teacher, said that more special education students

could be served. One of these persons, the VEH teacher, thought that the

number would be small. One VEN teacher and a special education teacher did

not think that more special education students could be served. 'A special

education teacher and a vocational teacher did not know.

3. WHY HAVE STUDENTS NOT BEEN SERVED?

Three persons named Student Needs. The vocational director said that

safety was the main consideration. One VEH teacher felt that special educa

tion students were not in regular programs because they were afraid, had

poor attitudes, and had low mental abilities. A vocational teacher thought

that special education students could not pass the academics required in

vocational programs. School/Teacher Needs categorized responses of three

persons. The special education director felt that there was an attitude

problem on the'part of vocational people. A vocatijonal teacher said that

some vocational teachers might feel special education_students would degahe

6 8
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their program. The VAC said that vocational programs were selective and full.

One person's response was classified as.Needs Met. A special education

teacher felt.that special education students did not need regular vocational

programs because they had,special vocational prograns The special educa-

tion counstlor, whose response was categorized as 3tatt Restrictions, said

that vocational people at the state level did not want special education

students in regular vocational programs.' This person also named other re-

strictions such dt the number admitted into a Vocational class and age

requirements.

4. WHAT WOULD NEED TO BE DONE IN ORDER FOR MORE SPECIAL EDUCATION

STUDENTS TO BE SERVED IN REGULAR VOCATIONAL PROGRAMS?

Four persons, a special education teacher, the vocational director,

a vocational teacher, and a VEH teacher, felt that more special education

students could be served in Special Vocational Programs. The vocational

director stressed'the importance of cooperation-between special and vocational

-,education and-of-the need for teachers-who 'Understood special education

dents. Teacher Needs were named by five persons. One special education

teac er thought that a smaller teacher/pupil ratio was needed. One voca-

tional teacher said that more special education students could be served

if they were allowed,to enroll. The special education director thought

that special educators needed to be encouraged to teach skills reinforcing

the student's vocational training and that vocational educators needed to

be encouraged tO work, with speCial education students. A VEH teacher said

that more understanding.and acceptance, was needed in certain vocational

programs in the sthool. The VAC said that more regular teacherWwoad have

to accept special education students,and gear their classes to.msetthe

needs of theee student's. One person, the special education counselor, thought

that-State Revisions were needed to eliminate age and number restrictions.

5. IF TEA COULD PROVIPE YOUR SCHOOL DISTR WITH SOME KIND OF

ASSISTANCE IN ORDER FOR YOU TO SERVE MO 'SPECIAL EDUCATION

STUDENTS IN REGULAR VOCATIONAL PROGRAMS, WHAT KIND OF ASSIST-

ANCE WOULD BE MOST NEEDED?
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One special education teacher felt that assistance in getting Special

Vocational Programs at the high school was needed. Three persons named School

Needs. The special education director 'wanted more regular and special

programs with realistic trainingstations simulating jot situations. The

special eaucation counselor said that more instructional.units ior vocational

programs was main needed. ANEH teacher requested-more commeraal equipment.

Teacher Needs was a category named by four persons. The vocational director

thought that teacher aides with special education backgrounds were needed.

A special education teacher wanted TEA to provide visiting teams to work

with vocational teachers. The VAC wantge in-service prOgrans provided which

would informellteacheri about special education students. One VEH teacher

suggested more reference materials, visual.aides, and books for teachers

and students. A State Revision was aamed by a vocational teacher who wanted.

tO be able to count special education students on his class role.

V. Summary

School District #7 seems to'serve approximately 20 to 25% of the speal

education students at the junior high level and Probably less than 10% in

the high school. Special education studenes who graduate to high school

either return to the regular mainstrearkor become VAC.students. A VAC

student enrolls into regular vocational classes more for the purpose of taking

an elective course than for.vocational. training. There are probably more

special education students who cOuld be served in regular vocational pro-

grams-. The reasons given.for4ppecial education students not being served

are related to. student, school, and teacher needs. It is felt that more

specical education students could be served if there were more special voca-

tional programs and if more'needs of teachers could be met. These include

providing h more classroom aides and more informative in-service

programs.
xr.
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INDEPENDENT'SCHOOL DISTRICT -t8

I. Description

Located in noitrE'fit Texas, this district has an ADA between one and

three thousand and consists of four elementary schciols, one junior high

school, and one high school.

II. Special Education Seryices

This is the first year for school District #8 to be under Plan A.

Before now all handicapped students were served in one elementary school,

and trainable students have remained on that campus. Resource rooms are

available on every elementary campus. The junior high contains one self-

contained class for EMR students and one LLD resource room. 'Plans are

underway to convert the EMR-self-contained cyiss into an integrated setting

in which the students attend regular classes such as physical education and

music. The VAC program, which is new this year, is available at the high

school.

III. Vocational Education Services

Vocational Programs are as follows:

"

Distributive Education

Homemaking Education

Home Economic Cooperative Education

Vocational Office Education

Auto Mechanics '

IV. Interviews

67

CVAE Building Trades
(junior high) .

CVAE Small Engine Repair
(high school)

_CVAE Home and Community Services
(junior high and high school)

The persons interviewed in this didtrict were the special education

director, the VAC, a rehabilitation counselor, a CVAE teacher, a vocational

teacher, the vocational director, a special education teacher and her aide,

an assistant principal, and a couneeldr. The VAC and the rehabilitation

A
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counselor were interviewed together, and unless indicated otherwise w...re
71r,'

considered as one response.

1. ARE SPECIAL EDUCATION STUDENTS IN REGULAR VOCATIONAL PROGRAMS?

HOW MANY?

The assistant principal thought that there were special education
;-

students in regular vocational 'programs. Four persons, the special

education director, ayocational teacher, a special education teacher,

and a counselor, said that they were not. The vocational director did not

"know.

2. ARE THERE ANY SPECIAL EDUCATION STUDENTS WHO ARE PRESENTLY NOT

BEING SERVED BY REGULAR VOCATIONAL PR RAMS WHO COULD BE?

The VAC, he rehabilitation counselor, a special education teacher

,and her aide believed that there were special educatifft students who could

be served by regular vocational programs. Three.persons, the special educa-

tian.director, the assistant princifpl, and the counselor did not think

that more speciaVeducation students could be served. The vocational direc-

tor and a vocational teacher did not know. The vocational director added

that special education students in regular vocational programs woUid reduce

the effectiveness of the program and that a special kind of person was
;7

needed to teach speCial education students.

3. WHY HAVE STUDENTS NOT BEEN SERVED?

Two responses were categoriied as Student Needs. The counselor said

that special education students were not.in vocational programs because

they could not handle job responsfbilities. The vocational director naimed

safety reasons. Two persons named School/Teacher Needs. The special educa-

tion director felt that special education students were not in regular pro-

grams because this was the first year for Plan A in their school district.

A special education teacher said that special education students were re-

stricted from both the GVAE'and the regular vocational program and, there-
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fore, received no vocational services. Needs Met classified the response

of a vocational teacher who said.that special education tudents were not

in regular programs because he thought they were in CVAE.

4. WHAT WOULD NEED TO BE DONE IN ORDER FOR MORE SPECIAL EDUCATION

STUDENTS TO BE SERVED IN REGULAR VOCATIONAL PROGRAMS?

#

The special education teacher thought that Special Vocational Programs

should be offered to these students at the junior high school. Four persons

responded to School Needs. The special education director said that the

district needed time to allow Plan A to take effect. The VAC and the rehab-

ilitation counselor thought that there should be more training stations in

the community. A vocational teacher said that more special education students

could be served if they were admitted to regular programs. The assistant

principal thought that more special education services were needed in the

district. The counselor named Teacher Needs, saying that vocational teachers

needed more education in the area of special education.

5. IF TEA COULD PROVIDE YOUR SCHOOL DISTRICT WITH SOME KIND OF

ASSISTANCE IN ORDER FOR YOU TO SERVE MORE SPECIAL EDUCATION

STUDENTS IN REGULAR VOCATIONAL WGRAMS, WHAT KIND OF ASSIST-

ANCE WOULD BE MOST NEEDED?

Three persons responded to School Needs. The special education teacher

thought that the greatest need was for more facilities and equipment. The

connselo suggested TEA provide materials for teaching special education

students The vocational director said that administrators should have

college, ours in both vocational and special education. Teacher Needs-were

y two persons. The special education director said that vocational

needed more education in order to understand the needs of special

education students. The assistant principal thought that a. lower teacher/

pupil ratio should be maintained.

V. Summary

Most persons in this district thought that special education students
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I.
*
Description

INDEPENDENT SCHOOL DISTRICT #9

7/1

Located in the southern part of the state, Independent School District

#9 has an ADA between three ana six thousand and consists of two elementary

schools, one junior high school, and One high school.

II. Special Education Services

Independent School District #9 is a Plan B district.

level are classes for LLD students, EMR students, and one

At theelementary

self-contained
class for the orthopedically handicapped. EMR students are integrateci intb

regular classes Such as physical education and music. There are classes

at the junior high and high school for LLD, EMR, and MBI students.

VAC serves in the high school.

III. Vocational Education Services

Distributive Education

Industrial Cooperative Training

Home Economics Cooperative Education

Agriculture

Agricultural'Resources Development

General Agriculture Mechanics

. ,

Vocational Office

Auto Technology

IV. Interviews

One

Radio and TV

Cosmetology

Air Conditioning and Refrigeration

Printing

Drafting

CVAE

VEH Home and Community Service

The special education director and a vocational adjustment coordi-

nator were unavailable for interviewing in this district. The persons

interviewed were the vocational director, a school counselor, A special

education teacher, a vocational teacher, and a diagnostician.
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1, ARE SPECIAL EDUCATION STUDENTS IN REGULAR VOCATIONAL PROGRAMS?

HOW MANY?

Three persons, the vocational director, a vocational teacher, and a

special education teacher, thought that special education students were

in regular vocational programs. The vocational director thought that

special education students were only in homemaking and the special educa-

tion teacher referred to industrial arts. The diagnostician said that

speCial education students were not in regular programs. The vocational

director estimated there to be less than 10% of the age-eligible special

education students in regular vocational programs, and "a few" was the

comment made by a vocational teacher.

2. ARE THERE ANY SPECIAL EDUCATION STUDENTS WHO ARE PRESENTLY NOT

BEING SERVED BY REGULAR VOCATIONAL PROGRAMS WHO COULD BE?

Two persons, the vocational director and a vocational teacher, thought

that there were more special education students who could be in regular

vocational programs, but the director did not think that the number was

large. Neither the counselor nor the diagnostician had any information

on this question.

3. WHY HAVE STUDENTS NOT BEEN SERVED?

Two persons named Student Needs. Both the special education teacher

and the diagnostician felt that special education students could not be

successful in the regular vocational program. The vocational director

named a School/Teacher Need, saying that vocational people were hesitant

for many reasons, but that it was not realistic to force a special educa-

tion student onto a teacher who could nch deal with the student. Two

responses were classified as Needs Met. A vocational teacher said that

special education students had vocational adjustment classes and were

better served in special programs. A counselor stated that special

education students werJ put in vocational adjustment classes and were

really not considered for regular ones.

1
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4. WHAT WOULD NEED TO BE DONE IN ORDER FOR MORE SPECIAL EDUCATION

STUDENTS TO BE SERVED IN VOCATIONAL PROGRAMS?

Three persons named Teacher Needs. The vocational director felt

that if vocational teachers were to assume4ihis responsibility, they

must be proVided with such help as team teaching situations or teacher

aides. The coun3elor thought that more vocational teacher training 'and

aides were needed. The diagnostician said that cooperation between voca-

tional and special education was rbe most important issue. A vocational

teacher, whose response was classified as Student Needs, thought that

students would need to be provided with more individualized help in the

classroom.

5. IF THE TEA COULD PROVIDE YOUR SCHOOL DISTRICT WITH SOME KIND OF

ASSISTANCE IN ORDER FOR YOU TO SERVE MORE SPECIAL EDUCATION

STUDENTS IN REGULAR VOCATIONAL PROGRAMS, WHAT KIND OF ASSIST-

ANCE WOULD BE MOST NEEDED?

The vocational director's request, categorized as Teacher Needs, was

for teacher aides.

V. Summary

Probably less than 10% of the age-eligib

in this district are in regular vocational

students have not been in regular

that they could notsucceed in th

served in vocational adjustme

most often named in Aferen

could be served. These res

progr

special education students

rograms.

bec

Special education

se most persons believed

se they are already being

. Teacher Needs was the response

he wayi more special education students

ses include providing helf) for vocational

in assuming the responsibility for
P

teachers training handicapped students

and for better cooperation between special and vocational educators.

411
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INDEPENDENT SCHOOL DISTRICT #10

I. Description

This district, located in central Texas, has an ADA between two and

five thousand and consists of one high school, one juRior high school,

one intermediate school (grades 4-6), one primary school (grades 1-3),

and a kindergarten.

II. Special Education Services

This.district operates a Plan A program and has both reglurce and

self-contained arrangdments. There is one resource unit for the pre-

school age children, and one for the kindergarten classes. The primary

scfiool has four resource units and two self-contained units for students

with more severe problems of all ages. There are also four resource units

at the intermediate school, and two each at the junior and senior high

schools. Meinstreaming at all levels is encouraged throughout the dis-

trict and appears to be functioning satisfactorily. A speech therapist,

who works primarily with the.younger children, is also employed.

III. Vocational Education Services

The following vocational education services are available in the

district:

Agriculture

Homemaking

Vocational Office Education

Distributive Education

CVAE Home and Community Service

CVAE Commercial Food Service

CVAE Commercial Clothing 'Service

VEH General Construction Trades

Building Trades

Agriculture Co-op

Occupational-Orientation

industrial Cooperative Training

CVAE General MeChanical Repair

CVAE General Mechanical Trades

VEH Home and.Community Living

7 8
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IV. Interviews

75

The persons interviewed in this district were the special education

director, the vocational education director, the vocational adjustment

coordinator, a special education teacher, a guidance counselor, VEH

teacher, and an assistant.principal.

1. ARE SPECIAL EDUCATION STUDENTS IN REGULAR VOCATIONAL PROGRAMS?

HOW MANY?

Five persons, including both directors, said that special education

students were being served in regular vocational programs in this district.

The special education teacher thought that all of the'special education

students had to be in the-VAC program so that they would be able to grad-

uate. The vocational persons interviewed appeared to accept the fact

that some special education students may be able to benefit from the

regular vocational education program.

2. ARE THERE ANY SPECIAL EDUCATION STUDENTS WHO ARE PRESENTLY NOT

BEING SERVED BY REGULAR VOCATIONAL PROGRAMS WHO COULD BE?

Four of the seven persons interviewed indicated that all of the

special education students' needewere being met by the VEH and VAC pro-

grams, although some of these needs could also be satisfied by regular

vocational education programs. The VEH teacher stated that there was at

least two of his students that deserved a trial period in the regular

program. Two persons were not certain about the answer to this question.

3. WHY HAVE STUDENTS NOT BEEN SERVED?
?!

Five responses were categorized..as School/Teacher Needs. Three of

the persons in this category felt that "regular" students should have

first access to the regular programs because they were not permitted in

the VEH or CVAE programs. A second comment from the guidance cou selor
h

was that there were scheduling problems. Ihe special education udents
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would only be available to take regular vocational classes at specific

times. Two rfsponses were categorized as Student Needs. These persons '

were of the opinion that the special education students did not possess

the academic skills needed for the regular vocational education program.

WHAT WOULD NEED TO BE DONE IN ORDER FOR MORE SPECIAL EDUCATION

STUDENTS TO BE SERVED IN REGULAR VOCATIONAL PROGIUMS?

Five of the persons interviewed were of the opinion that more

facilities would enable more special education students to be served in

regular programs. These responses were classified as School Needs. One

of these persons stated that the needs of special education students were

being met at only one level, and many of these students preferred to be

trained in vocational areas other than the areas where the VEH program

offered instruction. A statement was also made that there was no voca-

tional aptitude testing prior to entrance for the VEH program because

there was not a range of programs available from which a special educa-

tion student could make a choice.

5. IF TEA COULD PROVIDE YOUR SCHOOL DISTRICT WITH SOME KIND OF

ASSISTANCE IN ORDER FOg YOU TO SERVE MORE SPECIAL EDUCATION

STUDENTS IN REGULAR VOCATIONAL PROGRAMS, WHAT KIND OF ASSIST-

ANCE WOULD BE MOST NEEDED?

The vocational education director mxpressed School Needs when he

stated that more facilities were necessary'. The problem of CVAE programs

not accepting special education students was a real concern here because

four of the persons interviewed felt that more handicapped students could

'be served if these programs were open to them. These responseswere classi-

fied as State Revisions. Three other respondents felt that although main-

'streaming had been suckeksful, there waa still a4leed for in-service

training for the regula eachers. The need for more Special Vocational

Programs was also expressed by two people.

80
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V. Summary

Less than 20% of the,special education students in District #10

are being served in regular vocational education classes. The personnel

who were interviewed did not have, strong feelings against serving these

students in regular classes, but felt that their needs were being served

by the VEH and VAC programs.

unfair for special education

There was one

students

programs that was available for them.

that more facilities were needed.

respondent that felt it was

to be so limite4 in the choice df

Most persons interviewed felt

81
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INDEPENDENT SCHOOL DISTRICT #11

Discription
*

This district located in West,Texas has an ADA between ten and thirty-

five thousand and consists of ,twenty-two elementary schools, six junior

high schools, and three high schools.

II. Special Education Services

Teaching arrangements at the elementary level include resource

units on every campus, four units for the emotionally disturbed, one

unit for the blind, and six units for the deaf. There are resource

rooms at every junior high school and .two units for the emotionally

disturbed. The district also provides seven teachers for a locai youth

center serving the emotio ally disturbed. Every high school has-resource

rooms and diagnostic class oms. There are eight vocational adjustment

classes and one unit for e deaf. This district is served by two,VAC's

'who are responsible for all the student placements and related field-work.

Teaching the students in the eight.vocational adjustment classes is die

responsibility of Ole work-study teachers.

III. Vocational Education Services

Vocational programs include the following:

Distributive Education Masonry

Machine ShopHomemaking Education

78

Hone Economics Cooperative Education Electrical Trades

Industrial Cooperative Training Refrigeration and Air Conditioning

Vocational Office Education Building Trades

Agriculture Radio/TV Repair

. Printing Industrial.Electronics

Auto Mechanics Industrial Engine Repair

Auto Body.Repair Vocational Drafting

8 2
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Piping Tradee

Welding

I . Inuerviews

LAW Enforcement (contracted)

Cosmetology (contracted)

, .

The persons-interviewed in,this district were the special education

director, aspecial education teacher, a vocational adjuitment coordinator,

the vocational director, three vocational teaChers, and a vocational

counselor.

,79

1. ARE.SPECIAL EDUCATION STUDENTS IN REGULAR VOCATIONAL PROGRAMS?

HOW MANY?

Si* persons said that special education students were in regular voca-.

tiohal programs. The VAC added that special eduCation students were in
s 4

the regulak. programs only if they were sure to make it ahd if the voca-

tlonal teacher would accept the(student. 'The special education director

estimated there to be 25-30% of the age-eligible special education

stedents in regular vocational programs. A special educatipteacher

made ah estimate of about 10%. The vocational director and a .vocational

counselor estimated less than 10%, ,

2. ARE THERE ANY SPECIAL EDUCATION.STUDENTS WHO,ARE PRESENTLY

NOT BEING SERVED WHO COULD BE?

7pive persons, thespecial education director, a special,education

tepchet, the voeational dilrector,,and.twe.vocational teachers, thought

that more special cation students could be served. 'The special educa-.

tion director added ihat mere-special education students could be.in

regular.pregrams, but he more seyvly handicapped students neediad special

vocational,programs. A vocational.counselor believed that there were no

:more special.education.students who could be served in regular programa.

Two.vocational teachers did not knoW. s

P
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to poor

because

teacher.

x ,,trIc,

,

WHY HAVE STUDENTg.,NOT BEEN. SERVEI1

persons named:Student Needs. One vocationa teacher referred

student attitudes,by saying that students did not want to work
,

everything haS always been handed to them." Another vellional

felt Oe.special,education student presented za ds.

..''School/Teacher Needs ceiegorized the responses of five dpecial

14ddcation teachei!,,said that,actual entrance into the pro depeYded not

:on the ARD committee, but r n individual teachers' willingness to

accept.special'education st °!This teacherladded further that special

education studentS.vare:revf

fional class The vecational

gramd are deeigiled,tOserve One
:

opublicsdhool:s.t.Weete,,:an&the

to serve,.those.'7Sindentefirst.
: :vocatiOnalteaCherStoh,patt::tendency

it there is room left Over in a voca-

rector stated that regular vocational pro-

target popUlition, regularly enrolled

goal of 4\regular vocational progrem.is.

A vocational teacher named ihe reaction of

of counselors to usevocatio4a1

any student not interested in school.'
4A,
special education students might not

A vocational counselor na

8.education4sie:,"g4W. ltround" for

One.VocationalteSeher'-thopght ihat

have beep Macleia6re'Of vocetional programs.

esfack:of referrals by Special educatordlit

:

'WHOOU45!NEED TO BE DONE IN ORDER FOR MORE

STUDENTOO BE SERVED IN REGULAR VOCATIONAL PROGRAMS?

The,yecational counselor felt

be in Special Vocational.Programs,

Need's were nimed by two persons..

facilities. A vocational.teacher

t

SPECIAL EDUCATION

that special education students should
4

04

separate from regular programs. School

The vocational director wanted more,

saw a need for titre vocational programs

especially for thnse in demand that close quickly. Two persons responded

wiih Teacher Needs; The VAC saw the need forchanges in vocational,atti-

tudes, bUt alsofelt that special education students coult not be-lorced

into an unwilling teacher's class without defeating the original purpose.

TheSpeaal education director felt that, challenging workshops ifrving

84
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81

00 .

both vocational and special. educators were needed. SOdent Needs1lassified

the response of one special education teacher, who thgeght that studenta

would need special helpfto succeed in regular prograsi

5. IF TEA COULD PROVIDE YOUR SCHOOL DISTRICT Wifill SOME KIND OF 40

ASSISTANCE IN ORDER FdR YOU TO SERVE mu SPECIAL'EDUCATION

STUDENTS IN REGULAR VOCATIONAL PROGRANS,4IIHAT KIND OF ASSIST-
,

ANCE WOULD BE MOST NEEDED?.

This question was directed to the special-eaucation director whose

response *o'classifiedas a State Revision.' He felt that mere communica-
.q"

tion was needed between vocational and special education persons at the

P 0
state level.

V. Summary
4

According to thiA5ersons interviewed in DistrAct #11.,,special educa-"

tion students are enrolled in regularyocational programs. Estimates of

s ecial education students in regular vocational programs

rangerom.l' s'than*10% to 30%. Most persons thought that there were

mo0 speiial eduCaton atudentsm4hca. could beserved, both in regular and

in special programs. School/Teacher Needs 4is the category named most
414

often in giving reasons that prevent special education. students from beip

served. -Many of the reasorisgp?en,eeem to reflect vocational entrance

,birriers Olacbd onspec education students. Most persons named needs

of the scipol and of rers that must be met before more*apecial educa-

tion itudents can be served. There is an Indicated need for more programs,

more facilities, changes in vocational attitudes, and more positive inter-

actipns between vocational and special educators. ,

8 5
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INDIPENDENT SCHOOL DISTRICT #12

I. Description

-
Jddependent School District #12, located in West Texas, has an ADA

between'one and three thousahd and consists of one high school, one junior

high, and one elementary school.

II. Special Education Services

This s 11 school district is a member of a ten-school cooperative.

Instructional rvices available at the high school level include one re-

source room and one VAC. 11 the junior high chool, students are served

in one resourte room. The elementary school bntains one resource room

and two self-contained cladsrooms for the trainable mentaily retkirded

and for students who cannot function in the regular mainstream. Other-

services inClude one early childhood unit and a homebound teacher.

III. Vocational Education Services

IV.

Vocational programs include the following:

Distributiye EdUcation

Homemakiqg Education #

Agricultural Education

Interviews

Farm Mechanics

Meats Proces4ng

CVAE Management

82

The persons interviewed in this district,werka special educdtian-;:.'

supervisor, a vocational adjustment coordihator, an asslikan rincipal,

all*a-diagnostician, a special education teacher, and two vocati'' al teachers.
.

.4.The speciafidocation supe sor andOthe vocationa24adjustment -ceordinatOr:

were interviewed togetherand unless otherwise.indicated, were.recorded.
ii. .as one response. The 'assiitint prin pal was the person responsible fOr.: . "i!

vocational prograias in this distri
..

1,

(1;.% QA
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1. ARE SPECIAL pUCATION STUDENTS IN REGULAR VOCATIONAL PROGRAMS?,

HOW MANY?7;
,

Six persons ealild, that'specialeduCation students were in regUlar,

vocational programs. Four of theae perd,ons'added that theijOspecial'e'duca-
.

tion students were usually enrolled in agriculture or boieeeking.,

assistant priniipal and a special education teacher estipated 20% of the

age-eligible special education students to be in regular vocational prO'llOti,

grams.

2. ARE THERE vy SPECIAL EDUCATION STUDENTS, WHO. ARE PRESENTLY

NOT BEING SERVED WHO COULD 'BE? -

Four persons, the assistant principal, a special education teacher

an* two'vocational teachers, telt that more special education students"

gcAlit b,iaerved in regular programs. A diagnostician, the special educe-

.tion'supervisnr, and the.vocational adjustment coordinator said that there

83

'were none.

.i. WHY HAVE STUDENTS NOT BEEN SERVED?
( .

::...,

Two responses given,were based on Siegent Needs. The assistant prin7-,

*
Cipal and a vocational teacher said that special students were not- oca-

K -
tional progreMs because they had not chosen in be. Four responeea

lassitfie ab School/Teacher Needs. A special-education teacheikfelJthat

41°
lite

*

,
cation supervisor and the vocational adjustment coordinator

?e Atdj.Or more voCational programs. A vocational teacher said

here.wad a limited number of clasdes in only a few programs.

0,-

. WHAititnliaill.46.130oNE IN ORDER,FOR MORE,SPECIAL EDUCATION
.. ,

!.

¶

STUDENtS. d*,:$E#6- tki,, REGULAR VOCA,TIONAL PROGRAMS?
.: .

ers were reinctant to take extra time with the students.

(' *-

et .The thoug. that Special Vocational Programs mi t. be

,.-

nee ed n the striet.I Sc olireeds were named by twamresppndenfh The'
AI ,

ass stant pAn ipal-wanied,more vocational programs in fields other than
:

,

8 7
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AL._ AMP ,

eu,reueted to agriculture. The special edUcation'superviseivoca-

1 adjustment coordinator felt that the greatest'need was for trans-

tation,to rehabilitation training offered in a n#Srby metropofitan area.
o responses were categorized as Teacher Needs. The special eduCation

:teacher thought that vocational people needed a better understanding of
the capabilities of special education students and that special educators
needed to be more informed about available vocational programs. A voca-
tional teacher thought that the ratio of teachers to pupils would need
to be reduced. Student'Needs classifiecLhe response of a vocational
teacher, who said that special educatiod!'studentsJ.acked the necessary
motivation to develop themselves vocationally.

40

5. rF TEA COULD PROVIDE YOUR SCHOOL DISTRICT WITH SOME KIND OF
ASSISTANCE IN ORDER FOR YOU TO SERVE MORE SPECIAL EDUCATIA

STUDENTS IN REGULAR VOCATIOW PROGRAMS, WHAT KIND OF ASSIST-

ANCE WOULD BE MOST NEEDED?,

School NeedS'classified the response of the special education super-
visor and the vocational adjustment coordinator who wanted assistance in

.,ge ing more facilities and a bus driver. Two persons responded to Teacher
'Nee/s. The special education teacher wanted counseling services to be
ma e available by people who understood both special and vocational educa-
tion. A vocational teacher wanted closer working relationships between
special education and vocational education. Twp persons felt that State

Revisions needed tosiie made. The diagnostician'asked'or a clarification
of the guidelines of CVAE. The assistanp principal wantal more flexible
guidelines involving areas critical tc . smSller schools.; such as?c, the CVAE

-
issue ande the procedures involved in prokling students in a 'voca-
tional 86144.

AO
.4% A /

Summary ft
0

Probably about 20% of thecial.educaticin students in Independent
School District #12 are served'in ageglture and homemaking classes. There

,

88
-

84
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'1111411r
7

are probably more who could be served, although some special educators

disagree. Persons tnterviewed, named School/Teacher Needs most' often

regarding the reasons preventing special education students from.being

served and the possibilities of them receiving vocational service. There

appears to blla need for more vocational prOgrams in Vs small school

district. Assistance from TEA was needed inftwo areas: support services

to help bring special and vocational areas together and guideline provi-

sions for smaller schools.

85
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INDEPENDENT SCHOOL DISTRICT #13

I. Description

This district, looated in West Texas, has an ADA between ten and

thirty-five thousand and consists of five high schools, ten junior high

stools and thirty-five elementary schools.

0

Special Education Services

Plan A services available to specisl education students include the

following: resource rooms on every elementary,Olunior high, and high

c ools for mere severely handicariped students; EMR units in higks5bools
4o msc ol campus; self-contained rooms at soe elementary and junior high /

s

that begin at the ninth grade; itinerate teachers at the highscheOl.level

for students with visual, hearing, and speech handleaps; and yA"O-units at

fouT of the five high *schools. 'JMainstreaming.aeill levels/depends on the-

severity of the handicaps. 1,14Land EMR students'with more sever oblems

are:in. telf-conftined classroeine: All 1MR Students are in self-contained

ciaaarooms. Zhis district alio has one trainable school

retarded and eflucational serviceellpir pregnant girpr.
'.FP .

.,--

Vocatipnal Education Services
, 4

-..,Vacatienal programs at the secondary

a vDistributive Education

.Health Occupations

0164makin8 Education (---

:74h14emak1ng Cooperative

0140Wal Cooperative Training
, t*.

NUiatiOna1 '.0giceEdUeation'j.

AgriCultute

0. Cosmetology

AlitoMechanics

-6

the mentally

level inc1ude.701!0-foA1oWinv"

AutoJOy
e"

*Machine Shop ,

eidiig

Metal Cabinet---

ElectricaPTTadea!,
44

ElectrontOs

liets

MY,

86
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87

IV. Interviews

The persons interviewed in this district were the special education

director, the vocational directors two vocational adjustment coordinators,00

a vocational counselor, a higti school principal, three vocational teachers,

and one special education teacher.

1. .ARE SPECIAL EDUCATION STUDENTS IN REGULAR VOCATIONAL PROGRAMS%

14,

HOW,;r24

Six persons, including both directors, said bhat special education -

students were being served in regular vocationSlyrograms in this district.

One of these persons added that they could get in 10ly those programs that

,haipirmo waiting lists. A, vocational counselor did not believe that identi-

fled special education students we_ke in regular Vocational programs. 'Both

of the directors and a special education teacher estimated that less than

10% of the specialieducation students were being served by .regular vocational

programs. One brincipal figured that about 30% of the special education"

students in his high school were in regular vocational programa', but he

thought that a legal limitation of 10% hasiteen set for the district.

2. ARE THERE ANY SPECIAL EDUCATION STUDENTS WHO ARE PBESENTLY

NOT BEING SERVED 0 COULD Bt?
410

Four persons, a spec l education teacher, two vocational adjustment

coordinators, and one vocat onal counselor, felt that all the Special

education students who coqld be served.in'regular prograMs Alyce being

served. Four Others, both directors, a principal', end a vocationalreacher,

thought that tfiere weremore special education students who could receive

, rocational services. However, the vocatione-kteacher thought the number

would be small. Two vocational teachers did not know.

3. WHY HAVE STUDENTS NOT BEEN SERVED?

"Student Needs categorize the responses of six persona. The director'

cf special education said that the major reason that a special edugtion

. 91
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student would not be in the regular vocational program was.becaose he did

not choose to be. Two vocational adjustment coordinators felt that the

Students lacked interest and abil:ity. A special education teacher stated

that one girl had tried and could not make it in the regoldt program. Two

vocational teachers said that special education students were not in regular

vocational programs because they were unemployable. Two responses were

classified as School/Teacher Needs. The principal felt that vocational

teachers could be selective of their.students because vocational programs

were in demand. The vocational director said that the best students were

picked first. One person'responded on the basis of Misinformation, stating

that the vocational program would lose its allocations if identified speCial

education students were placed there.

4. WHAT WOULD NEED TO BE DONE, ORDER FOR MORE SPECIAL EDUCATION

STUDENTS TO BE SERVED IN R LAR VOCATIONAL PROGRAMS?

dv,Five persons, the special education director, tiWO vocational meCnaers,

.t,and two vocational adjustment coordinators, believed that more special

education students could receivp vocational services if the district had

Special Vocational Programs. Student Needs categorized-the response of
7

a vocational teachei'and a vocational counselor who saw,a-need.for betlier

vocational preparation for special education students. Three responses

were classified as School Needs. The vocational director thought that

more building space was needed for VEH programs. A special education

teacher felt more programs should be provided if the others wire full.

A principal wanted more vocational piogpms in order to insure the'train-
rz,

ing of special education students before mititting them on the job and to .

help them Secore'higher level jobs.,,

5 IF TEA COULD ?VIDE YOUR salon DISTRICT WITH SOMEhKIN#;..OF,

ASSISTANCE IN ORDER FOR YOU TO SERVE MORE SPECIAL EDUCATION

STUDENTS IN REGULAR VOCATIONAL PROGRAMS, WHAT KIND OF ASSIS-

TANCE WOULD BE MOST ITEEDED?

tb
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A vocational teacher believed the greatest need was for separate

Special Vocational Programs. A special education teacher's request for

more vocatienal programs was classified as a School Need. The request by

the vocational director for assistance in the form of special training

for vocational teachers was categorized as a Teacher Need. A Student Need
1/4

for more vocational appraisal was indicated by the special education director.

'A prinpipal wanted State Revisions in the present financing procedures, in

order that vocational training could be guaranteed to all those needing it

in Texas public schools.

V. Summary

Probably less than 10% of the special education students in District

#13 are being served in regular vocational programs. There was an eqmal

number of contrasting opinions among those interviewed regarding the 4ssue

of special education students who could be in regular vocational programs.

Student Needs categorized the main reasons that seem to prevent special

- education students from beintin regular vdcational programs. These

reasons include the student choosing not to be in vocational programa,

the student's lacle,i5i interest and ability, and the student being a poor

employment risk. It was fel y those interviewed that more special educa-

tion students could be served if the district had.mere programs, especially'

spedial vocational programs, and more facilities. No consensus of'opinion

t4s reached concerning needed assistance from TEA.

9 3
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INDEPENpENT SCHOOL DISTRICT #14

I. Description

Independent School District 414,:centrally located id the state, has

an ADA between ten and tbirty7fivo thousand Students and consists of twenty-

one elementary'schOols* four 4itrii,er 1-40 iAools,"and two high schools.

4

A ,

II. Special 'Education Services .

so

This Pgian A school district utilizes various instruCtional persohnel

and arrangements at all levels. These itlude resourte and integrated.

classrooms, sell-contained classrooms, and helping teachers, although the

latter arrangement has not proved too successful. At the.elementary lgvel

the attempt has been made to have at least two special education units on

every campus, in order to serve both those students needing resource help

as well as those needing a self-contained setting. At the preiept time,

five schools still have only one unit. Some have three units. The emphasis,

now,however,must be ofi'duttiog back units because particular schools may

not be serving enough students. Three elementary.campuses contain early

childhood units. There is one unit for emotionally 4isturbed students,

housed in a separate building not-ona school- campus. Most atudents

attending there comeofrom home,schools and some (four or five)Olways stay

on that campus. Every junior high campus has at-aeast three spec/11'4
- .

-

units (any of the various ing,truCtional arrangemets previously mentioned)

--211Me campuses have as many as-seven. One such,junior high campus

a une for deaf stud

district there is ohe sOicial

mately one thousand students.

feiource leacher' 1.6r the deaf

ents, On one; of the two high schools in.the.
A .

-

education'resource teacher to serVe

iThe other,campus is served by a halfoiarlite

, two resoUrCe terlihrs, one:integrated class

for the orthopedically handicaPfed, and three VAC units servtng'the mentally
n 4

, 5retarded.

9 4
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Vocational Education Services

Vocational programs available include the fqllowing:

Welaing

MAchine Shop

Sheet Metal

Agriculture

Appliance Repair

Refrigeration, Air Conditioning
41t

Auto Body Repair

Electrical Trades

Auto Mechanics

Building Trades

CVAE Construction Trades

CVAE Food Service

CVAE Mechanical Repair

VEH Building Maintenance

IV. Interviews

-40

Industrial Arts

Homemaking Education

LVN Training (pos,t 'high school)

Vocational Office Education

?tinting

Home Econoeidcs Coonrative Education

Distributive Education

Industhal Cooperative Training

Healtk OccOpations

fadio 'TV Ippair

CVAE Clothing,Servics

CVAE Duplicating Practice

NEH Home a

ffpf

unity Services

Six special education:people in this district wete.interviewed as7

a group. These people inVAided the special education director, two diagnos-

ticians, one special.education oupervlsor, supervisor of diidance, and super-
ft

visor of dOpraisal. Unless indicated otherViser. .these,persons,voiced geuerl

consents and were considered a.sone group,-rather than six,individuals.'..A
*IN

vocational supervisor was interviewed in place Of the voCational director itrif

this district. Other persons interviewed were Ihree vocational teachers, one

special education teschpr, and one VEH teacher.

1., ARE SPECIAL' EDUCATION STUDENTS IN REGULAR VOCATIONAL PROGRAMS?

HOW lUANY?

*The group of special educators and four other persons believed that.

special education students were in regular vocational programs. One of these
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persons was a teacher of educable mentally retarded students who said that

there were special education students in regular vocational programs, but

her stuslents'Vere not. The group of special educ:ation persons estimated

tha0NV1V15:20% of the special education students at the high school level

were ih regUlar vocational programs. One of these persons,/ the special

education sup lsor, set the figure at 30%. A special education teacher

and a VEH teacher estimated the number to bs less than!10%. The vocational
L,

AWsupervisor did not know or estimate the number.

2. ARE THERE ANY SPECIAL EDUCATION STUDENTS WHO ARE PRESENTLY NOT

BEING SERVED BY gicuLAR VOCATIONAL PROGRAMS WHO COULD.BE?

Four petsons,.the al education supervisor, the vocational super-

visor, a VEH teacher, cial education teacher, thought that there

were special eduEation ts not presently served who could be. One of

these four felt ehat arrlEttee students at the high school level were re-
.

ceiving service, but there was a' major need'at the junior high level. The

consensus of the gr _special educators was that all-those students

who could benefit regular vocational programs were-receiving such

service, but there4were many students needing speciarvocational services,

especially at the junior high level. Three vocational teacher did not

know.

3. WHY HAVE STUDEN.th NOT BEEN SERVED?

v
Student Needs categorized the responses of two vocational teaChers.

One of these teachers felt that sPeciefeducation students could not be km

regular programa because.of safety hazards and the number4of skills to be

Aearned. The other vocational teacher felt that special education students

held back normal students. The resOonses of four persons were classified,

as SchooAiTeacher NeeV6. A deecial education teacher said that some special

education stUdents had not been referred and they would not have been ad-,

mitted if they had been referred. The VEH teacher thought *hat vocational

teachers were afraid of handling special edueition students, and especially

/4
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afraid of them getting hurt. The spec al eduFation superrisor said that

special education students needed voca onal training before coming to high

school, but there were no junior high,programs and CVAE was not available

to them. The vocational supervisor felt that special education students

were not in vocational programs because the district had no systematic way

of finding where they would best function. State Restrictions was the
0101

response from'the group of special edUcators, who said that the restrictions

of CVAE prevented the service of special education students.

4. WHAT WOULD NEED TO BE DONE IN ORDER FOR MORE SPECIAL EDUCATION

STUDENTS TO BE SERVED IN VOCATIONAL PROGRAMS?

School Needs categotized the responses of two persons. A vocational

teacher sugges d expanding vocational programs and selecting those special

education stud nts who would benefit the most. The special education super-

visor wanted vocational programs to be prolAded at the junior high level.

Four responses were classified as Teacher Needs., Two special education

teachers felt that vocational teachers needed to experience firsthand:
/

success with special education students before more students would be
-)

accepted into regular programa. Two vocational teachers felt that teacher

help would be needed in order to provide single-skill training to special

education students. Student Needs was the classification of the vocational ,

. .

superirisor's response, who felt that special education students needed

better counseling and exploratory experiences at the junior high level. The

response of the special education group was classified as a State Revision.

They felt that VEH and CVAE programs could be combined td serire and benefit.

both populations, allowing a broader available program.

5. IF THE TEA COULD PROVIDE YOUR SCHOOL DISTRICT WITH SOME KIND OF

ASSISTANCE IN ORDER FOR YOU TO SERVE MORE SPECIAL EDUCATION

STUDENTS IR REGULAR VOCATIONAL PROGRAMS,-WHAT KIND .OF ASSIS-

TANCE WOULD BE MOST NEEDED?

Two responses were seen'as Teacher Needs. A special education teach

9 7
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and a VEH teacher wanted differences between special and vocational ,,duca-

tion to be iorked out at the local level. Student Needs categorized the

vocational supervisor's request for more exploratory courses in industrial

.arts at the ,junior high level. Tçpersons responded with State Revisions.

The special.education group wanted cXAE resetictions removed to allow special

education students to be served in thlir-way, One vocational teacher wanted,

the special education guideline removed which identit,ied special education

students, because he felt that identifying a person's handicap often allowed

it to be used"as a crutch."

Summary

Estimates of the age-eligible special education students enrolled in

regular,vocational programs ranged from 10-30%. There are probably more

stuagnts who could ba served, especially at the junior high level. Many

persons'in the district felt that atudents had not been served berauae,

of be lack of programs andservices available at the junior high level

and because of a hesitancy on,the part'of regular vocational teachers.

Teacher Needs was ehe,category named most qften in reference to the

possibilities of more special education students being served and to

needed aimistance from TEA. Tbg revision of CVAE guidelines was also

seen as a significant issue by the group of six special educators.

°'
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INDEPENDENT SCHOOL DISTRICT #15`.

I. Description

1."

Independent School District #15, located in a large metropolitan area,

consists of one hundred eighty-one elementary schools, thirty-two junior

high schools, and twenty-four high schools.
-APO

II: Special Education Services

'This dis iict. is divided into six area teamS each with a"special educa-
_

u

tiOn director and,ten or fifteen support persons. Instruct,ional,arrange,-,

ments and perionnel ineldde resourc&andseff-ccinrained settings, itinerate

teachers, and'teachers in cbmmunity agencieS. There areiresodrCe rooms
_

in'all'but one secondary,sChool, and epproxiMarelythree.hdbdred ana ten.

'self-contained udite'sprving the trainabte a9A educable itentallY retarded',
. ...

_

the minimally brAin injured, aid the seVertp diaturbed. This. district.,
; -- -

tlas,thret aipraisal centers at :the elemenpary.IeVel.and one on-the SecOndary

level. There.are siXteen earlp Childhuod programa, twenty-four pregnant
-1'

stddents .served, ayal, fourteenvorational'adibstMenecbordinators io'serve

in the high-schools;

t Cr.-7

III. Vocatj.onal 'Education Services

Vocations). ograMa include tha

Vocational 0 fice Education.,

Distribution Education-°

Fire Administration

Homemaking Education
(4 different programs)

,

Vocatibnal Industrial Education
(29 different programs)

VEH Euilding Maintenance

VEH General Conitruction
. .

VEH Food .Services-

t.,

follbwing:
.

.

. ,HealthsOccupation
(6 different programs)

Career Development (Orientation)

CVAE c
.:

1

Pre-Vocational Industrial rts

Out-of-school Youth Coope tirv, e

Program
. ,

VEH Health Care

VEH Horticulture Related
,

9 9
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Vocational progrims are located on every high school camp s. Programs.

frequently found in junior high schools include CVAE, Career Or entation,

Pre-Vocational Industrial Arts, and vocational Homemaking. This district

has four career specializationhigh Schools, one of these being an area

vocational school.

.>-.

IV. Vocational Education for the.Handicapped

This.School district fias a total 1! nine VEH programs. Six of the
i

programs make up one ,penter and are housed together on an elementary school

campus The other three programs share facilities with another vocational
.\

pro am in the district.

Students are bused daily from home schools to the nekirest vocational

center for half a day. After an initial orientation period, each student

is observed, evaluated, and placed in an roPriate vocational program.

He orehe then,receives seVral hours of tional'trainin3 each day and

twenty-five minutes of related academic rk. The 'daily period of academics

serves to reinforce the vocational trainin :hat the student is receiving

on thatsame day; therefore, academic an vocational teachers work closely

together to nsure the relevancy of learning experiences.

c
This d trict has the first VEH cooperative to be tried i the state.

In this progr a a training plan, in,the form of a contract, is d ised

for each student. The plan contains written dommitments from both.the

student's employer and his teacher stating specifically what work experi-

ences and corresponding study assignments Will be provided. Since this

63operative program is in thetbeginning stages d development, special and

vocational educators in,the district continually loOk for better ways to
,

adapt it to their needs.

Interviews

As a result of the time required to gather the above inforMaiion.and

observe.Vodational Education for.Handicapped programs,.fewer persons in

this district were interviewed. The persons'interviewed were the director

of administration for special. services, executive director of vocational
s. 1.

10 0
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industrial. 4zedion, deputy superintendent for special programs, deputy
.,... . ,e

superin dent for occupational educaelon, and director of vocational/
education for handicapped.

1. ARE SPECIAL EDUCATION STUDENTS Ix REGULAR VOCATIONAL PROGRAMS?
, -

HOW MANY?

A11 five persons said thi;t special students were in regular programs,

but due to the size of the district and the lack of procedures for obtain-
,.

ing specific statistics, no one knew how many. "Few", was a comment nade

twice,'and one person estimated that less than 15% of,the age-eligible

special students were in regular vocational programs. The deputy super-

intendent for special programs stated that because of the good working

conditions between vocational and special education at the administrative

level, there was not the feeling in this district of "can't possibly get

in" as in other places.

. ARE THERE ANY SPECIAL EDUCATION STUDENTS.WHO ARE PRESENTLY,

NOT BEING SERVED WHO COULD BE?

Both deputy superinteNdentS felt that there were students.not se-ked

who could be. The director of industrial education did not know.

3. WHY HAVE STUDENTS NOT BEEN SERVED?

Four persons named SchooltTeacher Needs; The superintendent for

special programi named problems such as failure of the ARD mechanism to
0

operate properly, lack of awareness on the part di special education teachers

in how to get students in thercational programa lack of ,awareness on the

part of vocational teachers in the area of special education, and lack of

available programs and facilities. The superintendent for occupational educa-

tion also named lack of facilities, building dioace, and the,procedures in-

volved in ARD committees. Te director of industrial programs felt that

there was a general lack of understanding of vocatidnal programs and a

lack of requests because vocational adjustment coordinatoires-4elt that voca-
.

10 1
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tional programming infringes upon thcir,territory. The VEH director stated
;

that regular courses were not geared for special education students and the

quota of students in.regular classes was already met.

4. WHAT WOULD NEED TO BE DONE IN ORDER FOR MORE SPECIAL EDUCATION'

STUDENTS TO BE SERVED IN REGULAR VOCATIONAL PROGRAMS?

The superintendent.for special programs expressed the need for

Special Vocational.Programs, explaining that the total vocational need

cannot be met throw regular vocational programS., especially for the

more severely haadicapped. The deputy superintendent for occupational

education and the director of industrial proira4;4named School Needs such

as more facilities and programs.
.

\

5. IF TEA COULD PROVIDE YOUR SCHOOL DISTRICT.WIiH SOME KIND OF

ASSISTANCE IN ORDER FOR YOU TO'SERVE MORE SPECIAL EDUCATION

STUDENTS IN REGULAR VOCATIONAL PROGRAMS, WHAT KIND OF ASSIST -

ANCE WOULD BE MOST NEEDED?

Both superintendents felt the greatest need was for building funds

to be provided in much the same manner as for the area vocational schools..

VI, Summary

The person

special educatio

interviewed in District #15 felt that a small number of

students were bipg served in regular vocational progrhms:

98

They felt that there were'speciaLed cation,students not being served

because of such school needs as the l k of available programs and facilities,

the lack of teacher awareness, and probl ms with the ARD committee. Persons

interviewed felt that more special educa4ion students could be served, and

that ehe need is foi more facilities an programs, including special voca-

. tional programs.
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INDEPENDENT SCHOOL DISTRICT #16

T. Description 0

Independent School District416, with an ADA between six and ten thqu-
.

' sand, ia located in the southern part of the state and consists of seven

elementary schools, two middle schools (iraOes 6-7), one junior high school

(grades 8-9), and,one high school (grades 10-12).

II. Special Education Services

This district .operates under Plan A and has both resource and self-

, contained arrangements. At the elementary level there are classes for the

educable mentally retatled students on three of the seven campuses. These

students'are mainstreamed into regular classes such as physical education,

music, and art. They do not spend A full day in the special education class-

room, and.many are there for leSS than half a day. Resource rooms for
/ ,

studenta,with language and learning dilabilities are,on every elementary

campus. 'There is one teaching unit for physically-handicapped students,
v

some of whom'remain,in a self-contained setting. Deaf students at the

elementary level are provided one teaChiiliUnit and do not go into the

regular mainstream. I

;

The:two middle schools contain one classrooi foV. EMR students and two

for LLD students. At the junior high schoot, LLD and EMR students are each

provided one teaching unit.: The high,school is served by one Vocational,

Adjustment' Coordinator and in LLD English teacher, who teaches an English

course to only those students having problems in that area. Students in

the vocational adjustment class are mainstreamed into regular classes such

as,phYsical education, art,'homemaking, and sometimes.math.f Emotionally--

disturbed and minimally brain injured studata_go into tlii same classes__

as LLD Students. The, district also serves a stll numbei:of traigable

mentally retarded st ents and congracts others to a State school. Because

they will soon be requ red_to abdOrb all,trainable mentally'retaided students,

, from ages three_to twenty-one there is 4 dire need for facilities.

1.03
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*iII. Vocational Education Services

The.following vocational services are available in the district:

Distributive Education Occupational Orientation

Homemaking Education Auto Mechanics

Home Economics Cooperative Education General Metals

Industrial Cooperative Training Building Trades

Vocational Office Education Cosmetology

Agriculture Drafting

CVAE Food Service (jOhior high)

CVAE Clothing Service (junior high)

CVAE Mechanical Repair (junior high)

CVAE Construction Trades (junior high)

IV. Interviews

100

The persons interviewed in this district were the vocational director,

the special education director, a special education teacher, two vocational

teachers, a vocational counselor, a vocational adjustment coordinator and

an assistant principal.

1. ARE SPECIAL EDUCATION STUDENTS IN REGULAR VOCATIONAL PROGRAMS?

HOW MANY?

Seven people said that there were special education students 1.411 regular

vocational programs. One person thought that they were not. The special

education director estimated the number to be 202. The vocational director

made an eatirgate of 402. The English resource. teacher and the vocational

adjustment coordinator said about 50%.

#

2.b%ARE THERE ANY SPECIAL- EDUCATION STUDENTS-WHO ARE PRESENTLY NOT

- BEING SERVED BY REGUL1K VOCATIONAL PROGRAMS CWHO COULD BE?

Seven persons thought that there were tore students who could be ini

vocational education. One person, a vocational teacher, did not know.

104
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3. WHY HAVE STUDENTS NOT BEEN SERVER?

, Two persons named Student Needs. The special educatir teacher said

that any students not in regular vocational programs were thdae who did not

choose to be. ,The vocational director felt that the students were not aware

of tKe programs and were not interested. Four persons named School/Teacher

Needs: According to vocational teacher there was a lack of understanding

-;on the part of voca io al instructors. The director of special.education
t

chers had little time to work on an individual basis.said that vocational t

A vocational counselor. lt that lack of room and filled classes were the

peoblems. Scheduling p roblems were named by one vocational teacher. An

assistant principal ,14.1i that there had been little effort to place students

in regular vocatt

7

4l programs and that there was a limited number of classes.

0

,

Needs Met catego ized the response of the vocationailjustment coordinator,

whoiSaid that the students were already receiving adequate vocational educa-

tiOn in his program.,

4. WHAT WOULD NEED TO BE DONE IN ORDER FOR MORE SPECIAL EDUCATION

STUDENTS TO BE SERVED IN VOCATIONAL PROGRAMS?

Both directors felt that their district needed Special Vocational

PrograMs to serve mote students. A vocational counselor named School Needs

in the form of more facilities. Four responses were classified as Teacher

Needs. A vocational teacher suggested in-service programs to help voca-

tional teachers understand what special education students could be trained

for in each vocational field. The special education teacher felt that

vocationdl teachers should place less emphasis on being selective and work

more on meeting individual needs. A vocational teacher and an assistant

principal thought that more special education referrals were needed.

5. IF THE TEA COULD PROVIDE YOUR SCHOOL DISTRICT WITH SOME KIND OF

ASSISTANCE IN ORDER FOR YOU TO SERVE MORE SPECIAL EDUCATION

STUDENTS IN REGULAR VOCATIONAL PROGRAMS, WHAT KIND OF ASSISTANCE

WOULD BE MOST NEEDED?
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The special education director expressed a-desire in getting Special
Vocational.Programs. Two persona, the vocartonal counselor and the assistant

principal, wanted more'tacilities in order to meet a School Need. Teacher
Needs were named by.three persons. One vocational teacher said that aware-
ness programs and better identification

o ,student problems should be pro-
vided'for vocational teachers. The voca onal director and a vocational
teacher saw a need for teacher aides and'materials.4

V. Summary

Special education students seem to.,be served in regular vocational

programs in Independent School District #16, and therefare probably more
who could receive vocational services. Estimates of those students pres-
ently in regular vocational programs ranged from 20-50%. The persons
interviewed named a, variety of School/Teacher Needs which have prevented
special education students from being in regular vocational programs:
the lack of time and understanding ofvocational teachers, lack.of,referrals
by special education teachers, and the limited numie.r of vocationa classes.
Teacher Needs was the category most often named in reference to. way more
special education students could be served, antalso in reference to TEA
assistance.
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INDEPENDENT SCHOOL DISTRICT 017

1. Description

103

Located in.the southern part of the state, Independent School District

017 has an ADA between ten and thirty-five thousand and is made up of nine-
Vt.,

teen elementary schools, four intermediate or junior high schools, and three

high schools.

II. Special Education Services

liery campus in this Plan A district, with the exceptkon of one junior

high; hSs rdsource rooms to serve students witb learning problems. Along

with resource rooms, there are four units fin educable mrtally retarded

students at the elementary level. Two elementary caMpois.contain diagnostic

classrooms. There is one self-contained classroom on the junior high level,

and two' vocational adjustment coordinators who serve in the three high schools.

This school district also furnishes teachers, a clinic for crippled children,

a school for the trainable mentally retarde d a regional school for the

deaf.

III. Vocational Education Services

Available vocational programs ire listed below:

High School:

Distributiye Education'

Agric:iture

Vocational Office Education

Vocational Office Education
Cooperative

Vocational Office Education
Hi-Lingual

Reerigeration and Air Conditioning

Commercial Arts

Appliances Repair

Commercial Drafting-.

107

Building Trades

Metal Trades

Home EconomicitCooperative Education

Industrial Cooperative Training

Homemaking Education

Piping Trades

Radio and TV Repel;

Cosmetology

Drafting

Welding
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'Auto Body Repair

Auto Mechanics

Junior.High:

CVAE (13 programs)

Industrial Arts

IV. Interviews

CVAE (7 programs)

VEH Home and Community Services

VEH General Construction

104

The persons interviewed in this district.were the speeial education

director, the vocational director, two VEh teachers, a special education

upervisor, two vocational teachers and a vocational adjustment coordinator.

1. ARE SPECIAL EDUCATION STUDENTS IN REGULAR VOCATIONAL PROGRAMS?

HOW MANY?

Seven persons, including both directors, said that apecial edtication

students were not in regular vocational programs. One of these persons

felt that there were unidentified special education students in regular

%programa. Onç person.did not know. -

7

2. ARE THERE ANY SPECIAL EDUCATION STUDENTS WHO ARE PRESENTLY NOT
r

BEING SERVED BY REGULAR VOCATIONAL.PROGRAMS WHO C6ULD BE?

Six persons, both directors, a VEH teacher, a vocational teacher; the

vocational adjustment coordinator, and the special education supervisor, be-

lieved that there were more special education students who could be erved.
.

One of these persons, a vocational teacher, felt that handicapped'persons

needed training, but not in regular vocational programs. Orie VEh teacher did

not think that any more.speCial education students could be served in regular

programa. One vocational teacher did noCknow.

3. WHY HAVE STUDENTS NOT BEEN SERVED?

Studant Needs categorized the responses of'both VEH teachers, who

,said that special education students could not make it to regular vocational
-

,programs. Three responses were classified as .SchanlilaaaliaxAsada. The

1
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A
44

.1

vocational direetor said-that ttlere was a lack of facilities.and classes
;

were already full. A vocational tesOher felt that regular teachers, and

hiAlf in particular,'did not have time to. work individually with such

ents. The vocational adjustment coordinator potedthe lack of space.

40'.00 Met categorized the special education supervisor's response, whO

felt that the needs of special students were already being met thrOugh the

105

VEH program. Resp dent Misinformation categorized the response of the

special education director, who said that it was Lllegal for special educa-

tion students to b r gular vocational programs.

2
4. WHAT WOULD NEED TO BE DONE*IN ORDER FOR MORE SPECIAL EDUCATICIN

STUDENTS TO BE SERVED IN REGULAR VOCATIONAL PROGRAMS?

4E9

--Three persons responded in favor of Special Vocational Programs. The

vocational director felt that special programs should be set up after school

and the hours involved should be cut from three to one-hour classes. A

vocational teacher stated_that special education students should be in

rograms other than regular. The special education supervisor felt that

more VEH programs were needed to serve more special education studentp.

Sthool Needs categorized the responses of three persons. The special

education director namedIthe need for facilities for the handicapped, such

as sheltered workshops. The special education supervisor stated that room

in regular programs would have to be made before these students could be

served. The vocational adjustment coordinator felt that special education

students needed to be on high school campuses rather than at one junior high.

A'vocational teacher responded to Teacher Needs, stating that more voca-

tional teaehers needed to be indoctrinated toward accepting special educe-V 4N

tion students in their clasSooms. Students Needs categorized the response

of a VEH teacher, who felt that the student would need to be brought up to

meet the standards of regular programs before being admitted. He named

such skills as learning to speak English, learning to read, and learning

the names of tools. .*
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5: IF TEA COULD PROOIDE YOUR SCHOO!, DISTRICT WITH SOME KIND. OF

ASSISTANCE IN ORDER FOR YOU TO SERVE MORE SPECIAL EDUCATION

STUDENTS IN REGULAR VOCATIONAL PROGRAMS, WHAT.KIND OF ASSIST-

ANCE WOULD BE MOST NEEDED?

Hel0 in getting Special Vocational Programs waa the response of a voca-

tional teacher. gchool Needs classified the redpoqfies ef the directors, whO

wanted more facilities. Teacher Needs make up the responses of three,Oersons.

A vocational teacher stated that vocational people needed to be trained in how

'to cope with special education students. The vocational adjustment coordinator

was in favoi,of awareness programs for regular vocational teachers. The spe--

cial education supervisor felt that vocational teachers should be provided

with teacher-aides-and equipment with special safeguards.

V. Summary

- Most persons thought that special education students were not enrolled

. in regular vocational programs and that there were those who could be. Al-

though most of the persons interviewed named such reasons 'as lack of facil-

ities, and time, probably a hig,faCtor in this district is the belief by

the special education director 'that it is illegal for special students to

be in regular vocational programs. Solutions named, by perdons interviewed

were 'for special vocational programs and for, various changes within the

schools. These include the addition of more facilities, making room.fór

special education students in regular vocational classes, and putting

special education students on high school campus& The assistance most

'requested from TEA,was for more training, in-service programs, teacher-aides,

and safety equiTent for vocational 'teachera.

(
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Summary of On-Site Interviews

/ 'i, N

r- v

,410e fact that the same rations were,not always addressed to all of the

'persons interviewed Was:du,/to revisions made'in the interview schedule, a

rariety of interview appriches used, and oversights ma by the'interviewer.
. ,

hg
The percentages below reresent the number Of persona rIponding out of the ,

_ . . .

number of persons asked each question. For example, 10% of the persons asked

m the first question said that,spacial education students were not being served

in regular vocational.progranSA Alit

_

1. ARE SPECIAL'EDUCAXION STUDENTS IN REGULAR VOCATIONAL PRO6RAMS?

HOW MANY?:

10% - Special education.students are not being served in regular.

,Vocational pingrams.

452 Less:than 15Z of all-age-eligible special education students

are being served. , in regular vocational program4.,

24Z - 16-30% nf all age-eligible special education students are being

served in regular vocational programs.

14% - 31-75% of all age-eligible special education students are being_

served in regular vocational programs.

8% .7'DO Not Know

2. ARE THERE ANY SPECIAL EDUCATION STUDENTS WHO ARE PRESENTiY NOT BEING

SERVED BY REGULAR VOCATIONAL PROGRAMS WHO COULD BE?

59%,- Ye6

21% - No

19% - Do Not Know

99%*

* Rounding error is present.
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3. WHY HAVE STUDENTS NOT BEEN SERVED?

36% - Student Needs.

47% - School/Teacher Needs

122 -:Needs Met

2% - Respondent Misiniormation

3% - State Restrictions

100%

4. ,WHAT WOULD.NEED TO BE DONE IN ORDER FOR MORE SPECIAL EDUCATION' STUDENTS

TO BE,SERVED IN REGULAR VOCATIONAL PROGRAMS?

23% - Special Vocational Programs

13% - School Needs

31% - Teacher Needs

8% -Student Needs

4% - StateitevisiOns-

99%*

5. IF TEA COULD PROVIDE YOUR SCHOOL DISTRICT WITH SOME KIND OF ASSISTANCE

IN ORDER ROR4OU TO SERVE MORE SPECIAL EDUCATION STUDENTS IN REGULAR

VOCATIONAL PROGRAMS, WHAT KIND OF ASSISTANCE WOULD BE MOST NEEDED?

a - Special Vocational Programs

41; - School Needs

34% - Teacher Needs

2% - Student Needs

15% - State Revisions

99%*

* Rounding error is present.

112
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Recombindations

School/Teacher 'Needs 'was the category named' by _47% of all those pdrsonsr

who were asked to give reasons for special education students not being served

in regular vocationai programs. The particular Schoel/Teacher Need referred ,

to by 34% of these persons was the selectiveness of vocational programs. Most

of-these persons referred directlY to the selective natdre of the vocational-

program.or to the fact that regular students were served first. Some re- -

sponses, such as the following, imply that vocational teachers have the power
y

to select their students:

a. Vocational teachers don't want problem kids.

b. It is a natural tendency of.teachers to.want high achievers:

c. Vocational teachers might feel Vi their program is degraded by

enrolling special education students.

d. ,You cannot place a student in someone's room who cannot deal with

that student.

In response to questions four and five concerning solutions that would

enable school districts to serve more ipecial education students in regular

vocational education programs, 63% of the persons named the need for addi-

tional facilities, programs, or personnel units for vocational education. It

is evident that the demand for vocational eduCation exceeds the facilities and

opportunities available and.that this is a legitimate need in almost.every

school:district, However, the addition of facilities, programs, or instruc-
No.

tional personnel does not speak directly to the issue of serving Special

education students in regular vocational programs. The fact of selectivity

reflects the more.basicfproblem thatTexas'has not yet detided that the prior-

ity vocational placement for special education students is in the mainstream

vocational education program. As a result, the intent of the Vocational Ed-

ucation Amendments of 1968 is either not understood or not taken seriously at

the.local.level. ,The implication and ofteri direct,statement in.the school. AO

districts is thatregular programs are for regular studenta and that they are

not to be mcidified to meet the needs of handitapped students. In the present

113
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'system' the,special education student'is io be served by regular vocational

programs if the student can "fit into" the existent program, and this position

la in contrast to the intent of thelaw. It is in response toithis.situatiOn

that the following recommendations are made:

1. Texas should decide that the priority vocational placement for
-

special education students is in the mainstream vOcaflonal educe-

i'fbn program with the necessary suppbrt services and curriqulum

modifications implemented to help theee students succeed. 'Separate

vocational programs Should be established only irCthe best interests

of the stUdent, not:of the school district.

2. The wording Of Bulletin 711 concerning vocational education for

.exceptional children'should be 'revised to reflect.this change in

philosophy, rather tha4 implYing that regular students are to be

served first aud reinforcing the'use of the vocational ARD coMmittee

as a "screening-out," rathek than A "screening-in" mechanism.

This change in philosophy should be clearly communicated to local

scho91 districts in a number f planneeinservice,programs involving

special educators, vocational educators, counselors, administrators,

parents, and any other inteiested persons, These peograms would.be

based on the io/lowing objectives:

a. Clarify'the intentof the Vocational Education.Amenclments of 1968,

makihg all persona awpre of money,designated for the vocational

education of handicapped students and encburaging a greater per-

cent)of thit money t4tbe spent on.support services and curriculum

modifications in regular vocational prograMs.

the'spec14.assistance and types oftfunding available

through the VoCational Education' Amendments 1968.

4. Different job levels should be identified wit vocational area

with entrance and .competencies behaviorally Ektaeimit., these com-

petencies would pe t an objective evaluation of each prospective

student and Would also serve,as criteria for the vocational. prepaka-
,

titAl of spedief education students.
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5. Reports

ucation

tudent

cernpig

iii

should be submitted annually to TEA on every pecial ed-

student, documenting the vocational services llrided
.
each

7
and the decision's mad by the vocational ARD.committee con-

each student.

Other more general recommendations nclude the following:

1. Revise or clarify the rationale of CVAE to the local school districts.

Can a sPecial education.student also qualify as a disadvantaged

Student?.

2. Explain assistknce avallable to smaller school districts and study

the relationships within Plan A cooperatives.s., Are Ne needs df

students in smaller school districts being metT Who is responsible?

3. 'Investigate further the possib4lity of sex discrimination in the voca-

tional training o4special education students. A very common.assump-.

tion in many school districts was that there are VEH programs "for

_boys," and

in regular

females in

VEH programs "for girls." The same is true for CVAE and

programs, where rhere was often More resistance to placing'

traditionally male-oriented vocational areas than to

placing "special education students;"- Reasons given for not having

females in certain vocational classes was a lack of separate restroom
4

facilities and fear of having both male and female together in a
,

classroom without constant monitoring. If both males,and females can-

not be servecivocationally, how is it decided who will receive such

servide?

4.. Inveseigate further the Cooperative School Program in relation 'to the

vocational education prOgra6. In naLgeasons for special education

students not heing served in regular vocati al programs, 12% of

those responding said that the needs of speci 1 educe,tion students

had been tiet'.. Vocational adjustment Coordinators made up 29%-of
a

those reapondinvin this manner. d6oes,the VAC program compete with

regular or-special vocational prograis? Axe vocational adjustment

coordinators-open to vocational eduCation Opportunities for special

education students? What is the function of the VAC in light of voca-

tional education?
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PART III

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
f

This part of the r.A)ort will attempt to summarize the findings of both

Part I and Part II and at the`same time offer suggelations for the future..

Vocational education programming fr special education students Texas

will be discussed,in four areas. Thesl areas are commitment to tfpro-

gram, admissionand review pliocess, program curriculum, an'd progr

evaluation. Lastly, a recommendation will be made upon which work can.

starttd immediately. .

The commitment of Texas Eucation Agency at the sta level

indrendent scho61 districts, at the localikevel to provid

quality vocational education programming fINspecial education,students.

is not explicit. When such-a commitment is made explicit, the priorities

for the service delivery systekwill-also become more cleant Although -

each student needs to be evaluated according to his or her unique needs,,

the preferred placement for special education students is in .tht same

classroom with regular vocationedudation students.- Such a program

should demonstrate the modifications to regular vocational programs

necessary4o enable4handidtpird.students to adapt to regularyocational

edueation cis:36es. Aupportive'and auxillary services should also be

provided. Thus, for example, if a student has the essential physical and

47
psYcho-motOr ALkalls as well as the basic understanding needed, but insuf-

.

ficient reading andlr mathemtics skills, special instruction.should 1e

provided without inhibiting his vocational instruction. Separate segregated

vocational Oucation instruction for hpecial education students should be

recommended and provided only when no existing class can be used to provide

the type and level of instruction necessary to meet the child'imneeds. An -*
"

exiMple of the productive use o such ans\arrangement would be the organization

of special pre-vocational cl sses the junior and early high school levels

to provide special education student with the training necessary in order to

benefit from regular vocational educa on'classes later.
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This "report has indicated that the process used to admit special education

Jstudents to vocational education classes is varied to say the least. The ARD

coMmittee'Procedures.as described in the Administrative Guide and Handbook
c

for.Special Education, Bulletin 711, are not operational in most school dis-

tricts. All other variables being equal, it is the vocational education

teacher who decides whether or not individual special education students will

be admitted to regular vocational education classes. There is nothing

inherently wrngiffith his process or the ARD committee procedures, but it

does appear that v ational educatiop_programs are not fully accessible to

special education students. For example, it may be that vocational education

-teachers.are not properly evaluating special_gducation students because of a

lack of information concerning handicapped persons. In the.placement of a

special education itudent, his or her strengths and poSitive characteristiCs

are the fundamental considerations: The student's handic"aps only determine

areas where difficulties may arise and the handicaps should not be the

vocational determiners. Suith an evaluator should also understand the subtle

distinctions between impairment, disability, and handicap in order to evaluate

these Persons effectively. Another suggestion for improvement III this area

concerns the beh#vioral statement of entrance competencies. If a behavioral

statement of entrance-competencies were available for each vocational educa-

ogram it would permit an objective evaluation f each prospective

a d it would also serVe as a standard for th vocational preparation

tion

student,

of special education students. In summary, it is recommended th's,,the...-complete
,1

admission and review process be thoroughly investigad.

The,major,point thgat must be understood in the area'of the curriculum

is that there shouldbe more than one level of exit competencies. tile

curriculum should develop skills in a specific area and be so designed that

ell students are'not expected'to meet the same exit competencies. Ihe

curriculum should also permit competencies to'be accomplished over-various

time periods, using different sense modalities when needed, with ,or without

assistance from other students or teachers, and with more than one levef of

criteria being used for evaluation. Such a curriculum would provide
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alternatives and options at all lerls that are motivating and serve all .

those students who need to be served. A second aspect of the curriculum

should include liaison services. As a result of,the past difficulties of

setting vocational, special and other sign icani school personnel together
_

to develop- the best educational program for special education students, a .

liaison person is *posed fo facilitate this being accomplished. Such a

person could be already_employed by 'the school district, but he or she i

would have the di tiitct(responsibility 'for facilitating the development)

ot individual. prog Ls for special edifation stuients who are enrolled in

vocational echicatiA classes. the kiilds of cdrriculuM mod ca ns

suggested above are Con stent wieh the intent of the Voc tio al E. cation

Act of 1963 and its amen tosertfl of 1968. These modifications are elig 1

for funding underHthe 10Xcethe federal funds allocated under psrt.Bp, °

the amendments theft are designated to prqvide vocational education .for he

handicapped.

The evaluation of the efficacy of any Vocational preparation program

is an extreMely.complex proce76-. The emphasis in this summary.is to under-
.

_
.

.

line the need fO timely and lonsistent methods of data collection,

measurement, and. Analysis. Ttia--efforts at data collection, measurement

and analysis of this project were hampered by tilde cOnstraints and the
IIP

. lack of consistent, record' keeping procedures by the independent school
,

districts. Futureione-shot efforts will be hampered in the same way and

decisions will haVe to continue to be made on a limited amount of data.

At a minimuM, consistent and timely data is needed on4he following steps

in a vocational education program for,special education students:

1. Identific4tion of appropriate students

2. Implementetion of vocational evaluations and other assessments

3. Establishent of student-program objectiVes

4. Implementation of the vocational education instruction

5. Assessment
t
of student competencies at the completion of instruction

6. Collectionof Ontme information at one-month, three-month, six-

month and'Obe-year llow-ups.
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Such evaluation data is needed in order to develop.quality programa and must

be initiatedCat the independent school district level.

Some rogress toward each of t,he areas identified above can be made with

appropriate in-service programs.for vocational educators, special educators,

and other significant school pergonnel. In some areas further research needs

to be conducted before in-wvice-programs are iMplemented, but if the
I

committment is made, meaningful in-service programa should begin no later

than August, 1977.
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APPENDIX. A

Superintendent Letter and Response Form
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THE UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS AT. DALLAS

Fe6ruary 9, 1976

\ J
Dear Mr. Superintendent:

In cooperation with the,Department f OccupaEio9a17Education and.Technology
and the Departmentof. Special EducatiGi of the Texal!Education.Agency, The
Univeiiity of Texas at Dallas haa initiated a study'to determini the'availabiliry
and use of vocational education programming for special 5ducation students in .'

the public schools/6f Texas. 1

The objectives of the study are: /
/

1. To determine the number of special education students who were enrolled
and number who completed regular nd special vocational education
classes during the 'school year 74-1975. t

2. To determine the reasons why special education students have not been
enrolled in regular vocational education programs.

3. To estimate the number of special education students who are not en-
rolled in vocational education programs because classes are not avail-
able. ,

4. To estimate the type,of services and/or programs that are needed to
finable more speciereducation students to enroll in vocational education
classes.

1 ---/
c...,'

_

To*complish the objective of the-study, 'a survey is being made of all
local sc-llool districts that have 4Jher special edueation or vocational education
progrms. To accomplish the survey two questionnaires have been prepared for

'/ completion by caChitchool district. The two respondents in ea sqhool district
will be (1) the person responsible for vocational prolix's= an ) the person7, _ _ i

responsible for special education programs. As a re of this study-, compilations

111/and summaries of data will be reported and recommenda ma will be made concerning
the status of vocational education programming for spvial education students in
Texas. The information collected will not be used inippy evaluative manner and
no information will be published concerning art individual school district.

In order that we may mail the survey forms directly to the two respondents
(your vocational education director and your special education director) please
complete the enclosed sheet and return it in the self-addressed envelope. .If

you have any further questions please feel free to write ex telephone (214-690-
7097) me. If you have questions concerning the Texas EdutItion Agency support
of this project please contact Mr. Oscar Millican (512-475-4641) Education
Program Director, Division of Occupational Research and Development, Department
of Occupational Education and Technology, Texas Education Agency.

Thank you,

Sincerely,

George W. Fair, Ph.D.
Project Director
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Vocational Education PrograMming For

..Spectai Education Students in Texas

Superintendent's Amne:

School, District:

George W.,Plir, Ph.D.

ProjeatiDlOector

qtlr)

118

'yes, our sdhp4 district,agrees to parWipate,in research project
entitledl"VocatOinal,Education Programming for Special Education Students

.in Texas."
n

0401
-

The person responsible for vocational etucation programs in our school

district is:

Name

Position:

Mailing address:

Telephone Number:

3. The person responsible foi special education prtgrams in our school

district is:

Name:

Position:

Mailing address:

Telephone Number:

4. No, our school district does not wish to participate for the following

reasons:
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APPENDiX

Questionnaire.Letter
Director of Special Education Questionnaire

Director of Vocational Education Questionnaire

41P
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Dear Respondent: A/

THE UNIMERSITY OF TEXAS AT DALLAS

Eebruary 18, 1976

In cooperation with the Depattment of Occupational Education and Technology
and the Department of Special Education oillipe Texas Education Agency, The
University of Texas at Dallas has initiated a study'to determine the avail-
abllityland use of vocational education programming for special education
studentirin the public schools of Texas. /

objectives of the study ire:

1. To determine the number of special education students whO were enrolled
and number who completed regular and Special Vocational education
classes during the school year 1974-1975.

.2. To determine the reasonsxhy special eduCation students have not
been enrolled in regularlfbcational education programs.-

1. To estimate the nuMbetof special education students whoare not
enrolled in vocational education.prpgrams because classes are not
available.

4. To estimate the.type of services and/or programs that are needed to
enable more special education students to enroll in vocational
education classes.

To accomplish the obAeotives of the study, a-survey is heing made of all
local.sehool.districts that have either special education or vocational education
programs. The Superintendent of your school district has agieed to participate
,in this project an&has'Supplied_us- with youtnameaS one of the respondents
to a questionnaire. Two questionnaires are being completed by-each school
district. The two reapondents in each school distria are (1) the person respons-
ible for vocational edUcation programs and (2), the person retponsible for special
education programs. You Can assist us:in this effort by completing the enclosed
questionnaire and offering your candid suggestions concerning vocational education
programing for special education students. 'If there ate questions that you

, cannot answer, please indicate the teason Or make an approiiMation and go on
to .the ilext question.

As a result of this study, compilations and summaries of data will be reported
and recoMmendations will be made concerning the status of vocational education
progtamming for special education'students in Texas. The information collected
will not-be used in any eValuative manner and no infOrmation will be published
concerning an individual school district.- Wit# your help, accdrate.4ata will

ained.on which.future planning._can be baied.. We'ae anticipating your
gness...to cooperate-with.us toward 'this desited goal. Thank you for the

Courtesy:of your assistance.- .

Very sincerely yours,

.1-21 George W.4air, ,Ph.
Proiect 'DilegtoX.

API iMiiAt. OPPOWFUtirr6APPMatAllvitAellaiiik*Loven-,t'
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VOCATIONAL EDUCATION PROGRAMMING FOR SPECIAL

EDUCATION STUDENTS IN TEXAS

DIRECTOR'OF SPECIAL EDUCATION QUESTIONNAIRE'

This questionnaire is to be completed by the
Director of Special Education or the person
responsible for programs for handicapped
students in the school district.

Name:

Position:

ool District:

Telephone:

125
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1. Identify the number of special education students, by handicapping
condition and vocational program, enrolled in regular vocational
classes in the school year 1974-1975.

SPECIAL EDUCATIO STUDENTS IN REGULAR
VOCATIONAL EDUCAIN PROGRAM 1974-1975

AE DE' HO HE IE VOE VIA

VH-

AH

MBI

OH

EMR

TRN

ED

LLD

ME

Special Education Handicapping Conditions:

VH - Visually Handicapped
AH - Auditorially Handicapped
MBI- Minimally Brain Injured
OH - Orthopedically.Handicapped or Other Health Impaired
EMR- Educable Mentally Retarded
TMR- Trainable Mentally Retarded
ED - Emotionally Disturbed
LLD- Language and/or Learning Disabilities
MH - Multi-handicapped

Vocational Education Programs*

AE - Agricultural Education
DE - Distributive Education
HO -.Health Occupations
HE.- HoMemaking Education
IE - Industrial Education
VOE- Vocational Office Education
VIA- Vocational Industrial Arts.

1 2-6
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Dogs your school district have a special vocational education program
for,special.educationgtudents

-Yes No

'2 . It yes identify the program And the number of special education
students enrolled, by handicapping condition.

VH

AH

MBI,

OH

EMR

TMR

ED

LLD

MH

PROGRAM,TITLE

(A)-

(B)

(C)

ASPECIAL EDUCATION STUDENTS IN SpECIAL
VOCATIONAL EDUCATION PROGRAMS 1974-1975.

PROGRAM (A) PROGRAM (B) TIROGRAM (C)

10.

3. Excluding the speech handicapped, what is the total number.of special
education students, ages 14 through 21 enrolled in yofir district?

'
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4. Identify the number of special education 'students by handicapping

condition who hnve completed voczationnl education programs in the

school year 1974-1975 and have been employed in'the occupational

area for which trained.

SPECIAL EDUCATION STUDENTS WHO HAVE
COMPLETED VOCATIONAL PROGRAMS

HANDICAPPING
CONDITION

NUMBER WHO
COMPLETED

NUMBER EMPLOYED IN
OCCUPATIONAL AREA

Visually Handicapped

Auditorially Handicapped

Minimally.'Brain Injured

Orthopedically Handicapped
or Other Health Impaired

Educable Mentally Retarded

trainable Mentally Retarded

Emotionally Disturbed

Language and/or Learning
Disabilities

Multi-handicapped

4.1m
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5. Jdentify the number of students by handicapping condition referred to
the vocational Admission, Review, and Dismissal Committee as described
in the Administrative Guide and Handbook for SRecial Education, and state
whether they were enrolled or not enrolled.

SPECIAL EDUCATION STUDENTS REFERRED
TO ARD COMMITTEE 1974-1975

HANDICAPPING
CONDITION

RECOMMENDED NOT RECOMMENDED ENROLLED
FOR ENROLLMENT FOR. ENROLLMENT IN PROGRAM

Yisually Handicappfd

Auditorially Handicapped

Minimally Brain Injured

Orthopedically Handicapped
or Other Health Impaired

Educable Mentally Retarded

Trainable Mentally Retarded

Emotionally Distrubed

Language and/or Learning
Disabilities

Multi-handicapped
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6: fielow are fifteen possible reasons that have prevented speeial
educittion students from being enrolled in regular vocatioital
eduCation programs in your school district. Please indicate
the reasons whyapecial education students have not been
enrolled in regular vora,tional educationTrograms by ranking
the most frequent reasons as indicated below.

5 - Most frequent
, 4 Second most frequent

3 Third most frequent
2 - Fourth most frequent
1 - Fiftli most frequent

Student handicaps felt too severe.to aIl succ4s
in the program.

Scheduling difticulties

Quota for vocational education classes filled\by'non-
special education student.s.

Special education students previously placed in Ocaltional

education programs without success.

4,A %
The special assistance needed tor speciAL,edudatioystudenta
is not available. I

The special facilities needed for speciit?educatipn students
are not available.

erV.
Special education personnel on the vocational ARD'dOmmittee

did not recommend placement.

Vocational educaelon personnel on thevocational ARD committee

did not recommend placement.

Parents did not approve enrollment in vocat onal education.

Special education students' safety would be-jeopardized.

Enrollment of special education student would jeopardize the
safety of the other studeuts.

Speeial education students rarely referred by special educatiot
to the vocational ARD committee for placement.

Special education students are not adequately prepared for
vocational education program.

Special education,students succeed in the two-week
trial period.

Other (Please Specify)
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placing special educntion students into regulnr vocational education
programs? If your answer is yes, please specify.

.1
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What type of services and/or programs are needed to enable more special
education students to enroll in regular and/or special vocational
education programs? Please be specific as possible.

Below are some examples ot possible services and/or programs.
\,-

a. vocational evaluation - the systematic measurement of aptitudes,
interests, and work attitudes.

b. curriculum modification - minor modifications of the curriculum
and the demands that are made of enrolled students.

c. learning support - assistance in the form of meetings outside of
scheduled class timeS where assistancNis provided to help students
achieve the objectives established.

d. liaison services - assistance in the form of coordination between
special education teachers, vocational education teachers, and
other signifiCant.school personnel Who could be helpful to the
student.

e. teacher aides assistance in ehe form of addition instructional
personnel to help students achieve the objectives established.

132
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5Chool Year 1975-1976

Complete the following questions for the current 1975-1976 school year.

1. Excluding the speech handicapped, what is the total number of special
education students, ages 14 through 21 enrolled in your district?

2. How many special education students are currently enrolled in all
vocational education programs in your district?

2a. How many of these are enrolled in special vocational education
programs for the handicapped?

3. Has a vocational ARD committee been established?

Yes , No

3a. If yes, how many times has it met?

3b. If yes, how many students have been reviewed?

3c. If yes, who is the committee's chairperson?

Name

PositiOn 4

4. Are there special education students who may be ellgible for vocational

education classes, but have not been referred to the vocational ARD
committee because appropriate programs ars not available?,

Yes No

4a. If yes, please estimate the number of special education students
in this category.
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VOCATIONAL EDUCATION PROGRAMMING:OR SPECIAL

EDUCATION STUDENTS IN TEXAS

OF VOCATIONAL PROGRAMS QUESTIONNAIRE

This questionnaire, is to be completed by the
Director of Vocational Programs or the person
responsible for vocational programs in the
school distqct.

Name:

Position:

f

*IP

School District:

Telephone:
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Ps

1. Identify the number of special education studenta, by vocational

program. enrolled tn regular vocational education claallien in the

school year 1974-1975.

SPECIAL EDUCATION STUDENTS IN REGULAR
VOCATIONAL EDUCATION PROCRA4 1974-1975

!L

VOCATIONAL EDUCKpZ1.... NUMBER OF SPECIAL EDUCATION

PROGRAM J STUDENTS ENROLLED

Agricultural Education

Distributive Education

ffealth Occupations

HomeMaking Education

Industrial Education

Vocational Office Education

Vocational Industrial Arts

2. Does your school district have a special vocational education program
for special education students.

Yes

2a. If yes, identify_the program and the number ot special education

students enrolled.

PROGRAM TITLE NUMBER OF STUDENTS ENROLLED
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3. identify the number of *$pecial education students who have completed
vocational education prOgrams in tho school year I9/4-19n and have
been employed in the occupational area tor which trained.

SPECIAL EDUCATIoN STUDENTS WHO HAVE
CONFLETED VOCATIONAL PROGRAA

WA1IONA1, EDUCATION
*GRAM

Iricultural Education

Attributive Education

Alth Occupations

m4:flaking Education

Auatrial Education

cational Olfice Education

cational Industrial Arts

NOMRER wno' NWIBEU rtirwyrn IN

COMPUILD OCCIRAFIONAL

-

NUMBER EMPLOYED IN

0111FR KQUANIWALABIA___

4. Identify the number of students referred to the vocational Admission,
Review, and Dismissal Committee as described in the Administrative
Gaide and Handbook for Special Education, and state if they were enrolled
or not enrolled.

SPECIAL EDUCATION STUDENTS REFERRED
. TO ARD COMMITTEE 1974-1975

VOCATIONAL EDUCATION RECOMMENDED NOT RECoMMENDED ENROLLED
PROGRAM

Agricultural Education -----
Distributive Education

Health,Occupations

Homemakin Education

Indast,rial Education

Vocational Office Education

Vocational Industrial Arts

FOR ENROLLMENT _FOR ENROLLMENT IN PROGRAM
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S. Below are fifteen possible reasons that have prevenfed special
education students from being enrolled in regular vocational
education programs in your school district. Please indicate
the reasons why special education students have not been
enrolled in regular vocational education programs by ranking
the most frequent.reasons as indicated below.

5 - Most frequent
4 Second most frequent
3 - Third most frequent
2 - Fourth most frequent
1 - Fifth most frequent

Student handicaps felt too severe to allow success
in the program.

Scheduling difficulties %
;

ITt

-N) Quota for vocational educatioitclasses filled by non-
special education students.

ss

Special education students previously placed in vocational /
education programs without sticcess. 't

/The special assistance neided.tor special education students
is not available.

The special facilities needed lor special education students'
are not available.

Special education personnel on the-vocational ARD committee

did not recommend placement.

Vocational education personnel on-the vocational ARD cdomittee

did not recommend placement.

Parents did not approve enrollment iniivocational egication.

Special education students' safety would be jeopardized.

:v
Enrollment of special education student would jeopardize the
safety of the other students.

, Special education sfudents rarely referred..by;special,education,
tothevocationalARDcomitteelor Piement.'

,

.41,9..
Special education students are not adeqdately prerred for

i

vocational education program.

Special education students didn't succeed.in the4wo-week
trial period.

Other .(Please Specif)
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Does your school district have ilny special policy, or procedures for
placing special educntion students into regular vocational education
programs? If,your answer is yes, please specify.'

138
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7. What type of services"and/or programs nre.neoded to enable more special
education students to enroll in regulnr anC:or special vocational
education programs? Please be specific as possible.

Below are some examples ot possible services and/or programs.

a. vocational evaluation - the systematic measurement of aptitudes,
interests, and work attitudes.

b. curriculum modification - minor modifications of the curriculum
and the demn-As that are made of enrolled,students.

c. learning support - assistance in the form of meetings outside of
scheduled class times where assistance is provided to help students
achieve the objectives established.

d. liaison services assistance in the form of coordination between
special education teachers, vocational education teachers, and
other significant school personnel who could be helpful to the
student.

e. teacher aides assistance in the form of addition in*structional
personnel to help students achieve the objectives established.

0.
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School Year 1975-1976

Complete the following questions for Oe current 1975-1976 school year;

1. How many students are currently enrolled in all voc tiona education
programs in your district?

2. How many special education students are currently enrolled in all
vocational education programs in your district?

2a. How many of these are enrolled in special vocational education
programs for the handicapped?

3, Hate a voCational ARD committee been established?

Yes ,

3a. If yes, how many times has it met? ,

3b. If yes,.how many students have been reviewed?

3c. If yes, who is the committee's chairperson?

Name

Position

v

4. Are there special education students who may be eligible for vocational
education classes, but have not been referred to the vocational ARD
committee because appropriate programs are not available?

Yes No

4a. If yes, please eetimate the number of special education students
in this category.'-

14-0
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APPENDIX C

Supplementary Letter
Supplementary Questionnaire

141
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Dear Superintendent:

131.

THE UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS AT DALLAS

MAP 0

A few weeks ago I mailed to you a letter asking for your cooperation
in a survey research project entitled "Vocational ,Education Programming
For Special Education Students In Texas". Thank you for your prompt
response to that lettei. Your response indicated, that for one reason
or another, your district would prefer not to participate in the projet

The underlying purpose of the.project is to collect some hard data,
from the school district's point of view, on vocational education program-
ming for special education students. It is our intent that this effort
will enable more appropriate planning to take place 'and the overall result
will be a more efficient and effective educational system in Texas.

Many superintendents noted that they and their staffs were already
burdened with work and would not have an adequate amount of time to complete
the questionnaires, To this end, we pave enclosed a supplementary qUestion-
naire which should take no longer than fifteen minutes to complete. We
are'trying to get some data from each school district that has either a
special education orrIcational education program. Your completion of this
questidnnaire will p ide data that will be ubed in future planning and
will have a direct benefit for your district. Please take fifteen minutes
from your schedule to reflect on vocational education programming for
special education students in your district and answer the enclosed question-
naire. The data that you provide will be used and greatly appreciated.

Thank you.

Very sincerely yours,

George W. Fair, Ph.D.
Project DirecEor
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NAME: POSITION:

SCHOOL DISTRICT:

132

VOCATIONAL EDUCATION PROGRAMMING" FOR SPECIAL EDUCATION STUDENTS IN TEXAS

Supplementary QuestiOnnaire

Please estimate the nuniber of special education students who are enrolled in

regular vocational education classes this school year.

2. Does your school district haVe a special vocational education program for

'special education students.
f

Yes NO

.2a. If yes,identify the program and, estimate the nuoiber of special education

students enrolled.

PROGRAM TITLE ESTIMATE NUMBER OF THE STUDENTS ENROLLED

3. Estimate the number of special education students who have completed vocational

D education programs in the school year 1974 -75.

la./--How many of the number' estimated above Would you think are presently

j( employed?

4 -4., Estimate the number of special education atudents who were referred to.the vocational

Admission, Reveiw, and Dismissal Committee.

4a. How many of the stOdents estimated above would you think were entolled in

vocational education programs?

5. There are many possible reasons that have prevented special education students from

being enrolled in Tekular vocational education programs. In the space below pleasev
indicate why special education students have not been enrolled in regular vocationat

education programsan your school district.

4 ,/

II-
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6. What type of services and/or programs are needed to enable more special education
students to enroll in regular and/or special voational education programs? Below
are some examples of possible services and/or programs. Please circle the three'th
you.think would be most helpful.

a. Vocational evaluation - the systematic measaement of aptitudes, interests, and
work attitudes.

b. Curriculum modification - minor modifications of the curriculum and the demands
,that are made of enrolled students.

. _Learning support - assistantce in the form of meetings outside of scheduled
Telass ttmes where assistance is provided to help students achieve the objective
established. Such assistance may be provided by persons employed specifically
for this purpose.

d. Liaison services - assistance in the form of coordination between special
education teachers, vocational education teachers, and other significant
school personnel who could be helpful to the student. Such assistance may
be provided by persons employed'specificapy for this purpose.

e. Teacher aides - assistance in the form of addition instructional personnel
to help students achieve the objectives established.

7. Please include any comments.concerning vocational education programming for
*special education students.
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Three week reminder letter to Superintendent
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THE ,UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS AT DALLAS

March 1, 1976

, Dear Superintendent:

i

Three weeks ago we sent you a letter concerning a survey
entitled "Vocational Education Pro ramming for Special Education
Students in Texas". As of this da e we have received no reply.
Perhaps you mislaid the letter, or any one of a dozen of con-
tingencies could have happened. If the letter has not reached

1 you, please call (214-690-2097) or write, and we will get another
letter in the mail to you immediately. If you do have the letter,
please read it again and complete the attached form. Most of the
other Superintendents have returned their forms and we would like
to get them all back. If you have already mailed your form, please

'disregard this letter.

Thank you: We shall appreciate your cooperation.

GWF/gl

Very sincerely yours,

orge WE Fair
, Project Director

146
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.Three week reminsler letter to respondent
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Dear Respondent:
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THE UNIVRRSITY OF TEXAS AT DALLAS

Three weeks ago e sent you a questionnaire that was part of a
survey entitled "Vocational Education Programming For Special Education
Students In Texas". As of this date we have received no reply. Perhaps
you mislaid the questionnaire, you do not have all of the data at hand
to answer the questions, or any one of a dozen of contingencies could
have happended. If the questionnaire has not reached you, please call
(214-690-2097) or write, and we will get another questionnaire in the
mail to you immediately. If you do have the questionnaire, please
complete it to the best of your ability from the information that is
immediately available to you, and return it. If you have already mailed
your questionnaire, please disregard this letter.

Thank you. We shall appreciate your cooperation.

Very sincerely yours,

George W. Fair, Ph.D.
Project Director
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Six week reminder letter to respo dent
.Supplementary Questionnair
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Dear Respondent:
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THE UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS AT DALLAS

A few weeks ago we mailed to you a letter or a questionnaire concerning
a survey enfitled "Vocational Education Programming For Special Education ,

Students In Texas". As of this date we have received no reply. Perhaps

you mislaid that communication; you may have forgotten.to reply, or any

one of a dozen of contingencies could have happened. We understand that

all school personnel are very busy at this time of the year and appreciate
the time that you are taking to read this letter-.

The underlying purpose of the project is to collect someHhard data,

from the school district's point oUview, on vocational education program-
ming for,special education students. It is our intent that this effort will
enable more appropriate planning to take place and the overall result will
be a more efficient and effective educational system in Texas.

Many superintendents and other respondents have noted that they and
their staffs were already burdened with pAperwork and.would not have an
adequate amount of time to complete the-questionnaires. To this end, we
have enclosed a supplementary questionnaire which should take no longer
than fifteen minutes to complete. If you already have received a longer
questionnaire from this project and have had trouble getting the data
necessary to complete it, please complete the shorter enclosed questionnaire

ancalre will not have to contact you again.

Please take fifteen minutes from your schedule to reflect on vocational
education programming for special education students in your district and

answer the enclosed questionnaire.- The data that you provide will be used

° in future planning and will be greatly appreciated. .a 4
. ,

Thank you.,

Very sincerely yours,

George W. Fair, Ph.D.
Project Director
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VOCATIONAL EDUCATION PROGRAMMING FOR SPECIAL EDUCATION STUDENTS IN TEXAS

Supplementary Questionnaire:

1. Please estimate the number of special education students'who are enrolled in
regular vocational education classes this school year.

Po
2. Does your cooperative have a special vocational education'program for special

education students.

Yes. No
2a. If yes, identify the- program and estimate the number of special education'

Students enrolled.

PROGRAM TITLE ESTIMATE NUMBER OF THE STUDENTS ENROLLED

3. Estimate the number of special'education students who have completed vocational
education programs in the sdhoOl year 1974 -75.

3a. How many of the number estimated above would you think are.presently
employed?

4. Estimate the number of special education students who were referred to the vocational
.Admission, Reveiw, and Dismiss Committee.

4a. How many of the students estimated abo#e would you think were enrolled in
vocational education programs?,,e'r

5. There are many possible reasons that have prevented special education students from
being enrolied in regular vocational education programs. In the space below please
indicate why, special education students have not been enrolled in regular vocational
education programs in the school districts in your cooperative.
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6. What type of services and/or programs are needed.to enable more special'education

students to enroll in regular and/or special vocational education programs? Below

are some examples of possible services and/or programs. Please circle the three that

you think would be most helpful.

a. Vocational evaluation - the systemaEic measurement of aptitudes, interests, and

work attitud'es.

b. Curriculum modificatiodi- minor modifications of the curriculum and the demands

that are made of enrolled students.

c. Learning support - assistantce in the form of meetings outside of scheduled
class times.where assistance is provided to help students achieve the objectives

established. Such assistance may be provided by persons employed specifically
for this purpose.

d. Liaison services - assistance in the form of coordination between special
education teachers, vocational education teachers, and other significant
school personnel who could'be helpful to the student. Such assistance may
be provided by persons employed specifically for this puTpose.

e. Teacher aides - assistance in the form of addition instructional personnel
to help students achieve the objectives established.

7. Please include y comments concerning vocational education programming for

special educati n students.
(
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THE UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS AT DALLAS

Dear Special Education Cooperative Director:

In cooperation with the Department of Occupational Education and,
Technology and, the Department of Special Education of the Texas gducafkon
Agency, The University of Texas at Dallas has initiated a study to determine
the availability and use of vocational education programming fbr special
education students in the public schools of Texas.

During February letters were mailed to the superintendents of
independent school districts in Texas describing the project and asking'
for their cooperation. In districts that are a part of a special education
cooperatives, many of the superintendents asked the director of the cooper-
ative to complete the project questionnaire. It is difficult to determine
what has taken place in each district or cooperative, but for some reason
we have not received a reply that represents your input.

You can assist us in this effort by completing the enclosed question-
naire and offering your candid suggestions concerning vocationafkeducation
programming for special education students. If there are questions that
you cannot answer, please make an approximation or leave it blank and go on
to the next question.

As a result of this study, compilations and summaries of data will be
reported and recommendaxions will be made concerning the status of vocational
education programming for special education atudents in Texas. The information
collected will not be used in any evaluative manner and no information will
be published concerning an individual school district. With you help, accurate
data will be obtained on which future planning .can be based. We are anticipat-
ing your willingness to cooperate with us toward this desired goal. Thank'
you foi the courtety of your assistance.

Very sincerely yours,

George W. air, Ph.D.
Project Director.
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CIOPERATIVE:

VOCATIONAL EDUCATION PROGRAMMING FOR SPECIAL EDUCATION STUDENTS IN TEXAS

Supplementary Questionnaire

1. Please estimate the number of special education students who ari enrolled in
regular vocational education classes this school year.

2. Does your cooperative have a special vocational education program for special

education students. -

Yes No
2a. If yes, identify the program and estimate the number of special education

students enrolled.

PROGRAM TITLE ESTIMATE NUMBER OF THE STUDENTS ENROLLED

3. Estimate the number of special education students who have completed vocational
education programs in the school year 1974 -75.

3a. How many of the number estimated above would you think are presently
employed?

two /

4. Estimate the nu481- of special education students who were referred to the vocatiion9.
Admission, Reveiw, and Dismissal Committee.

4a. How many of the students estimated above wOuld you think were enrolled-An
vocational education programs? ,

,

5. There are many possible reasons that haveprevented special education students from
being enrolled in regular vocational eduation programs.. In thespice below pleapert
indicate why special education students have-not been .enrolled in regular voCational
education programs in the-school districts in your cooperative.
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6. What type of services and/or programs are needed to enable more special education
students to enroll in regular and/or special vocational education programs? Below
are some examples of possible services and/or programs. Please circle the three that
you think would be most helpful.

a. Vocational evaluation - the systematic measurement of aptitudes, interests, and
work attitudes.

b. Curriculum modification - minor modifications of the curriculum and the demands
that are made of enrolled students.

c. Learning support - assistantce in the form of meetings oUtside of scheduled
class times where assistance is provided to help students achieve the objectives
established. Such assistance may be provided by persons employed specifically
for this purpose.

d. 'Liaison services.--assfstance. in,the form of coordination between special
edUcation teachers,'vocitional education teachers, and other significant
school personnel whoicould belhelpful, to the student. Such assistance may
be provided by persons`emttloyed,specifically for this purpose.

.
.e . ,. N

'e. Teacher aides,, assistance in.the fordpf addition instructional personnel
to help students achieve the objectiv4astablished.

I .-
..

1,11/ 7

4

Please include any commentsoncerting'vocaticAl education programmina for
specipl educatiosvstudents.

or,

r

441-4 4
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Telephone Questionnaire
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KeibrUNUENI:

RESPONDENT'S POSITION:

1: Does your school district have a special vocational ed. program for the
handicapped: (VEH)

Yes

If yes: What is the name of the program?

NAME NUMBER

No

144

How many students would you estimate that there are in each of these programs?

2. Are there any special education students who are enrolled in regular vocational
education classes..

If yes: How many?

Yes No

3. There are many possible reasons that have prevented special ed. students from
being enrolled in regular vocational ed. programi. Please indicate why special
ed students have'not been earolled in regular vocational ed. programa in your
school district.

0
handicap too severe

Scheduling problem

Quota filled by nooSp.Ed.

Sp.E. Students have little
success in voc. ed. programs

Special assistande required
not available

, Special facilities needed
not available

Sp.Ed. personnel on Voc.
ARD comm. did not recommend
placement

Voc.ed. personnel on Voc. ARD
Comm. did not recommend placement

Parent did approve enrollment in Voc.Ed.

Safety

Sp.Ed. not referred by Sp.Ed. to Voc.Ed.
ARD Comm. for placemet

Student not adepately prepared for Voc.E

Didn't succeed in 2 week trial period.

Other:

What do you think that TEA should do in order to enable more Sp. Ed. students to
take advantage of both regular and special vocational ed. programs?
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